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INTRODUCTION

1 Arabic Literature and India

No people were in a more favourable position
for exploring the ancient world than the Arabs
Their empire stretched from Spain upto the Indus
and Sirderya from the Caucasus upto the Nigrolands
of Africa Wars and conquests have always pro
moted the study of Geography 1

The Arabs began to take interest in Geography
at a very early stage of their expansion Their
geographical literature consists of three kinds of
books

1 Hooks on administration and trade Adminis
trative and practical needs brought into existence
books giving a description of countries and itineraries
the revenues and products of the provinces the
administration not only of Islamic but also of non
Islamic lands As more countries came under the
Mohammedan rule wider became their geographical
knowledge The works of lbn Khordadhbeh Qudama
Ya qubi lbn Rustah and Tbn al Faqlh are f primary
importance

2 Hooks of voyages mid adventures which
enriched the knowledge of geography Many books
of travel interspersed with historical accounts were
written e g the works of al Mas udl Naslr i Khosraw
lbn Jubair lbn Batuta

1 Cf O Peschel Geschichte der Erdkunde p 104
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J The systematic and scientific study of the
earth its form the seven climates the determina
tion of the longitude and latitude of places etc
The Arabs worked at fi rst on the old Greek lines
and the beginning of geographical studies is marked
by the translation of Ptolemy but soon they had
surpassed the Greeks and built up their own geogra
phical and astronomical systems Authors of syste
matic books on geography are Istakhrl Ibn Hawqal
MuqaddasI etc while Ibn Yunus al Berunl and
others occupy a prominent place in the astronomical
and mathematical researches

The importance of geographical literature of
tlie Arabs for their economic and cultural history
has been since long recognised by European
scholars 2 and was lately emphasized again by the
eminent Turkish scholar Zaki Ahmet Validi who has
published a most illuminating paper on Islam and
the science of Geography 3

1 For further particulars of Arab geographers see the
Introduction to the French translation of Abu l Fida by M
Reinaud Paris 1848 Further F Wuestenfeld who as one of
the first scholars has given a survey of Arabic geography in his
paper Die Literatur der Erdbeschreibung bei den Arabem
Zeitschrift f vergl Erdkunde Magdeburg 1842 Vol I On the
basis of the Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum in which
old geographical works were published P Schwarz studied Die
iilteste geograpliisclie Literatur der Amber For purposes of
reference one may be referred t o the Introduction of G Le Strange
Palestine under tlie Moslems London 1890 A short but valuable
account on Arabic Geography and Commerce is given by J H
Kramers in The Legacy of Islam edited by Th Arnold and
A Guillaume Oxford 1931 In all these works further biblio
graphy is given Cf also Encyclop of Islam

2 In order to have a sure foundation for studies and
research Barbior de Meynard de Goeje II Mzik and others have
edited the oldest texts

3 Islamic Culture Vol VIII p oil Iqq



The Arabs had been sailing 1 in the Indian Ocean
long before the rise of Islam The lirst Muslim Arabs
visited the coasts of India Ceylon and the East
Indian Islands as merchants and seafarers Islam
was introduced in India with the invasion of Sind 1
in the year 712 by Muhammad b al Qasim who
conquered the whole of the country from the mouth
of the Indus to the borders of Kashmir Under the
first Umayyades Muslim merchants spread everywhere
in the Indian Ocean and in South Eastern Asia Even
before al Hajjaj Arabs had founded trade centres
in the Java Islands and married native women As
Maulana Syed Sulayman Nadvi has pointed out there
were many Muslim colonies in India 2 before the
Muslim conquest The coasts and islands of India
have always attracted Arab merchants and travellers
who undertook the voyages mainly for the sake of
trade So the commercial routes and the sea coasts
of India were well known to the Arabs long before
the inner parts of India became accessible to them

The earliest books 3 therefore were reports and
narrations of sailors or merchants such as at Tajir
Sulayman whose narratives were collected by Abu

1 Cf Prof Mohd Habib The Arab Conquest of Sind
Islamic Culture III pp 77 95 592 611

2 Cf Muslim Colonics in India before the Muslim
Conquest Islamic Culture VIII p 474 sqq 600 sqq IX p
144 sqq

3 For particulars see Reinaud Relation des voyages faits
par les Arabes et les Persans dans 1 Inde et la Chine Paris
1845 Reinaud Introduction g6nerale Ala Geographic des Orien
taux in Vol I of G6ographie d Aboulfeda Paris 1848
G Ferrand Relations des Voyages et textes gtographiques arabes
persons et turcs relatifs a 1 Extreme Orient des VIII au XVII
sciecle 2 Vols Paris 1913 14
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Zayd Hasan b Yazid in Akhbar til Hind was Sln 1
Buzurg b Shahriyar in Kitab aja ib iil Hind 2 Ibn
Habbar 3 Abu Dulaf 4 and particularly al Mas udi 6

A new era began with the conquest of India
by Mahraud of Ghazna who extended his raids upto
Kalinjar in Bundelkhand in the East and as far south
as Somnath Muslim rule in India was consolidated
Under the Ghoris Through these invasions Islam
spread in India Travellers merchants and missiona
ries followed the soldiers and administrators and
spread themselves all over the country India became
in this way more and more known to the Arabs
The Arab historian adh Dhahabl however complains
that on account of Mongols all traffic and intercourse
with the other side of Iraq and Persia were cut off
The brilliant scholar al Beriinl who was well versed
in the Indian sciences helped in a large measure
to improve the knowledge of India among the Arabs
A few centuries after him came Ibn Bafuta the
adventerous Moorish traveller

The historical books in Arabic often give
useful information about the historical and political
facts relating to India Al Baladhurl s Book of the
Conquests which combines history and geography
is of primary importance in this respect It shows

1 Cf Brockelmann I 523
2 Cf Brockelmann I 523 The text was edited by P A

v d Lith and translated into French by L M D6vic Leiden
1883 86

3 Cf al Mas udi ed by Barbierde Meynard and Pavet de
Courteille Vol I 312 sqq

4 Cf Brock I 228 and Yftqiit III 445 58
5 Cf Brock I 144
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the state of the country when the Arabs conquered
it In later times much information about India
is found in the large historical works of the Arabs
where historical happenings and political occurrences
are described chronologically 2

But the authors of these books make a mention
only of the most important occurrences details are not
to be found there For elucidating points of detail one
has to turn to the historical works written 111 Persian

From the biographical works we learn that fairly
big colonies of rich Indian merchants existed in Cairo
and Alexandria Yet reliable informations about his
torical events cannot be obtained from these works
Sometimes curious and apparently exaggerated stories
regarding India are told in these biographies We
gather that Arabic writers derived their information
often from the Indians whom they met in Arabia
and Egypt

The encyclopaedic works such as al H marI s
Masalik ul Absar furnish us with valuable information
about India At that time India had become so to
say a subject of general knowledge for the Arab intel
ligentsia Masalik ul Absar in particular adds details
to the facts which are generally dealt with in the Per
sian histories Another important book of this kind is
al Qalqashandl s Subh ul A sha which contains a fairly
detailed description of India

1 Cf O Spies Beitriige zur Arab Literaturgeschichte
Leipzig 1932 Chapter II

2 Cf in particular afc Tabarl TariJch for the later times
Ibn ul Athlr al K imil adh Dhahabl Tdrikh ul Isldm Ibn
al JawzI al Muntazam Ibn Kathlr al Bidaya wan Nihaya
Mahmiid al Aini Tqd al Juman etc
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2 Al QalqashandT and his work
Shihabuddln Abu l Abbiis Ahmad b All b abl

Grhudda al Qalqashandl 1 came from a learned family
of Qalqashanda a small place in the district of Qalyub
near Cairo The date of his birth is not certain prob
ably it was 7T 8 or 75 5 12 As a boy he left his native
place and settled down in Cairo where lie lived till
his death There he studied law according to the Shafi
ite school and was later appointed judge His special
interest however lay in Adah and Jus/id in which
branches lie was well versed He died nearly if years
of age on the 10th luinada 1 akhira S21 A M July
16th 1418 A 0

Qalqashandl s chief work 3 S nhh ul a shd fl sind at
il inslid is an encyclopaedia of all the branches of
knowledge of his time 4 The work is a valuable
source of information for the cultural administrative
and geographical history of Egypt and Syria It has
always drawn the attention of scholars towards itself

On the basis of this work F Wiistenfeld wrote
his monograph Die Geogmphie and Verwaltiing von
Egypten a and W Bjorkniann described the institution

1 For his life and works cf Brockelmann II 134 Ency
clopaedia of Islam II 699 Wiistenfeld Geschichtsschreiber 467
Shadharat VII 149 Sarkis p J52i Zirill Qiimiis al A lam
p 52 Taghrlbirdl Nujum ed Popper VI p 460 Qalqashandl
Vol XIV Introduction of the editor

2 The later date is given hv Sarkis p 1521
3 For his works cf Brockelmann II 134 Sarkis p 1521
4 It has been printed in Egypt by the Dar ul kutub

il KhadlwIya 1331 38 A H 1913 18 A D in 14 Vols Other
editions are quoted by Sarkis p 1521 and have been discussed
Ipv W Bjorkmann p 73

5 Goettingen 1879
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of the DiivHn ul Insha in his book Beitrage zur
Gesclrichte der Staatshanzlei im islamischcn Ae f/npten
giving at the same time a statement of the contents
of the whole work 1 The description of Syria was
translated by G udefroy Demombynes in La Syria
a I epoqtw des Mam onlcs As regards other parts of
the Subh dealing with the lands and countries only
the Chapters of the Island of Borneo have been
studied and translated into French 3

Extracts from the Subh regarding coins measures
and weights wu dmalat according to the Ms
in the Bodleian Library have been translated into
French by M H Sauvaire 4 The diplomatic corres
pondence between Egypt and foreign powers so
far as preserved in al Qalqashandl s Subh ul A shil
has been the object of learned papers by different
scholars 8 There is however still a lot of material

1 Hamburg 1928
2 Paris 1923 The translated portions are found in the

Arabic text IV 72 243 and XIV 371 402
3 By Gaudefroy Demombvnes Africa translation of

Masalik
4 Memoires de 1 Acad6mie de Marseille 188G 87
5 Cf H Lammens Correspondances diplomatiques entre

les sultans Mamlouks d Egypte et les puissances chretiens Revue
de l Orient Chretien Vol IX 1904 pp 151 87 359 92 H
Lammens Relations oflicielles entre la cour romaine et les sultans
mamlouks ibid Vol VIII 1903 pp 101 10 Amari De titoli
che usava la cancelleria de Sultani di Egitto nel XIV secolo
scrivendo a reggitori di alcuni Stati italiani Atti della R Accad
dei Lincei Serie III 12 1883 84 pp 507 34 based on Masalik
ul Absiir Amari Condizione degli stati Cristiani dell Occident
secundo una relatione di Domenicbino Doria da Genova Testo
arabo c vers ital e note Roma 1883 E Blochet Les relations
diplomatiques des Hohenstaufen avec les sultans d Egypte Revue
Historique Vol 80 1902 III pp 51 64
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in the Subh ul A sha which requires critical study

In the following pages I am giving the first trans
lation of the chapters on India comprising pp 61 98
in Vol V of the Arabic text A summary of its
contents has been given by W Bjorkmann loc cit
p 10G Since the author has never been in India his
description is based on literary sources which I have
enumerated in the next chapter and on a few oral
relations of travellers On examining these sources
we find that almost all of them have been printed or
come down to us in manuscripts Al Qalqashandl s
description therefore is not so important as supposed
by several scholars It is however a well informed
account of the different aspects of India and shows
that the Arabs at that time had on the whole a fairly
accurate knowledge of India Although the work
itself was completed in the year 814 A H 1 al Qalqash
andi does not give an account of the contemporary
conditions in India of his time except in a few cases
when he relates on the authority of some Indians and
travellers whom he met but lie rather describes
India in the time of Muhammad Tughlaq He follows
therein very closely the IMasalik ul Absar which he
simply copies

I have been asked to make al Qalqashandl s
description of India accessible through a translation
to those who do not know Arabic The translation
is literal only sometimes I could not help translating
freely I have appended many foot notes to it which

1 So according to Sarkis p 1521 but according to Encycl
of Islam II 699 it was composed after 791 A H
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are not exhaustive as the necessary hooks of reference
were not at mv disposal 1

3 The Sources of al QalqashandI
al Qalqashandl never visited India So he has

no practical knowledge of this country His infor
mations therefore are based on literary sources or on
oral reports and narrations of those who have been
in India His work therefore is a compilation On
the whole al Qalqashandi carefully quotes his sources
Rut probably he did not always turn to the originals
themselves but simply quoted them according to
Masalik hi the following I give the list of works
used by al Qalqashandi for composing his description
of India 2

1 The main source for al Qalqashandi is
Masdlik ul absar 3 by Ibn Fadlullah al Omaii 4 died

1 See further the general reference books
H M Elliot The History of India as told by its own

historians The Muhammadan Period ed and cont by J
Dowson London 1867 77 Bibliography of the original sources

Elliot Bibliographical Index to the Historians of Muham
medan India Calcutta 1849

E F Oaten European Travellei s in India during the 15th
16th and 17th centuries London 1909 for European travellers
who visited India during the Muhammedan Period

2 A general survey of the sources for the whole work has
been given by W Bjorkmann p 75 sqq for the description of
Syria by Gaudefroy Demombynes p IV sqq

3 The parts containing Africa without Egypt have been
translated into French by Gaudefroy Demombynes Paris 1927
Biblioth que des Geographes Arabes tome II the Arabic text

of the description of Asia Minor has been published by Fr
Taeschner Leipzig 1929 and North Africa by Hassan Hasani
Abdul Wahhab with the title Wasf Ifrlqlya iral Andahis Tunis
1922

4 For his life cf Brock II 141 Sarkis p 204 Fawfifc
I 7 Shadharat VI 160 Zirkill Qfimus al A lam p 85 R Hart
mann Z D M G 70 p 1 sqq
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748/1348 This is a big work on geography history
and biography comprising 29 volumes 1 and is of
great importance for the study of these branches of
learning particularly so far as North Africa is con
cerned because the author was a native from there
After having studied in Damascus Hijas and Egypt
Omaii was appointed Qadi in Cairo and became later
state secretary Although he had never been in
India lie wrote a detailed chapter on it in his Masalilc
ul Absar He collected his informations besides
from literary sources from Indians whom he met in
Egypt in the first place from Shaykh Mubarek
n l AnbatS Sirajuddin Abu l Fath Umar a lawyer and
a native of the province of Oudh etc

Only one volume of Masalilc ul Absar has been
published so far by Ahmad Zeki Pasha Cairo
1342/1924 and it is doubtful whether the following
volumes will be printed in the next time since the
editor died Yet it would be very desirable to con
tinue the publication The volume containing India
has not yet been published So we have still to refer for
India to Quatremere Notices et Extraits XIII 1838
The text and translation of the parts referring to
India will be edited in 2 Vols by 0 Spies Sh Abdur
Rashid and Moinul Haqq in the course of this year
Very frequently are quoted

2 Taqwlrn ul Bulclan by Abu l Fida died
732/1331 2 the prince and governor of Hamat He
is well known through his Universal History and his

1 Cf J Horovitz MSOS As X 1907 pp 43 45
2 For his life cf Brock II 46 Encycl of Islam I 86

His autobiography has heen translated by De Slane in Eecueil
des historiens des croisades Hist Orient I 106 sqq
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work on geography both of which are quoted several
times The latter entitled Table of the Countries
Taqwlm ul Buldcin has been edited and translated
into French by Reinaud Mac Guckin de Slane and
St Guvard Vol I II i and II 2 Paris 1840 184b
1883

3 Al Qaniin ul Mas udl by al Blrunl died
448/1048 The Qanun is the most valuable work
for astronomy and geography written in the
middle ages Al Qalqaslmndl quotes it in particular
for the latitude and longitudes of places Its
importance was fully appreciated by A Sprenger
more than fifty years ago in his Reiserouten
des Orients Halle 1865 p XXIV Blrunl was
the first who fixed the longitudes and latitudes
of towns with a degree of accuracy which when the
names are transferred to a map gives us a picture of

the country concerned
The Qanun has been lately made use of by

Ahmet Zeki Validi in his works u Neue geographische
und ethnographische Nachrichten iiber Mittel Ost and
Nordasien aus al Blrunl s Werken und Al Biruni s
Weltbild und Gradentabelle Of Islamic Culture
T ol VIII 1934 p 521

From the mathematical point of view 0 Schoy
has studied the Qanun and written his last work

Die trigonometrischen Lehren des persischen Ast ro
nonen Abu l Raihan Muhammad ibn Ahmad al Blrunl
darg estellt nach al Qantin al Mas udl Edited by 1
Ruska and H Wieleitner Hannover 1927

1 Cf Brock I 476 Ibn ah Usaibi a II 20 Suter
Mathematiker der Araber p 98 100 Enoycl of Islam I 726 and
the bibliography quoted there
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al Qalqashandl does not mention Blruni s Tarlkh
ul Hind aud al Athar ul baqlya

4 al Mas lik wal MamaHh by Jbn Hanqal 1
who travelled in the middle of the 4th century through
the whole Muslim world He revised al Istakhrl s
work and published it with this title It has been
edited by de Goeje in Bibl Geogr Arab Vol II

5 Kit ah ul masalik wal mamrilik by I bn Khordadh
beh 2 died ca 300/912 forms an important source
for historical topography The work has been edi
ted and translated by Barbier de Meynard Journal
Asiatique 1865 and again by de Goeje Leiden 1889
Bibl Geogr Arab Vol VIV Al Qalqashandl

makes use of it in particular for the routes
Amongst those that are infrequently quoted are
5 Tuhfat ul Albab by Muhammad b Abdur

rahman al Mazinl died 565/1169 3 It deals with geog
raphy according to his own voyages and the descrip
tions of others G Ferrand has edited the work on
the basis of the manuscripts in the Bibliotheqne
Nationale and in Alger Paris 1925

7 Hasan b Ahmad al Muhallabl 4th century
composed his bonk al masalik wal momdlil for the
Fatimide Aziz billah 4 It is therefore also known
as Kitab ul Azizi Of H Khal II 432 The work of
which no manuscripts have come down to us was
made use of by Abu 1 Fida in his Toqwim vl Buldsn

1 Cf Brock I 229 Encycl of Islam 11 383
2 Cf Brock I 225 Encycl of Islam IT 398
3 Cf Brock I 477 Qalq V 62 calls the author Muhd

b Abdurrahlm nl Uqlishi
4 Cf Encycl of Islam I 540
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8 Kitab ul AttVal the author of which is not
known Hajjl Khalifa II 263 does not mention him
either but points out that the greatest part of informa
tions given in the book is wrong and incorrect accord
ing to the statement of al Blruju The book was
made use of also by Abu 1 Fida in his Geography

9 Nuzhat ul Mushtaq by IdrM died 560/1166 1
The work contains maps while the text is a commen
tary on the maps For the bibliography cf Encycl
of Islam 11 4 1

10 Kitab ul Ansab by as Sam ani died 562/1167
deals with nisbas and is rather valuable for those of
Iranian and Central Asiatic names of places towns
etc Cf Brockelmann I 330

11 Ibii Sa ld All b Musa ul Maghribl 2 died
673/1274 or 685/1286 was a philologist who travelled
through the East and wrote also a geographical book
Kitab ul Jaglirafiya also known as Kitab bad it
art lh 7 tnlha wal ardh Although this book is not
mentioned with this title in Subh ul A sha only the
name Ibn Sa ld is given al Qalqashandl has made
use of it

Messrs Shaikh Abdur Iiashid and Moinul llaqq
Lectures in the Department of History in the Muslim
University who requested nie to translate this portion
from Subhnl A slid for them so that they might be able
to make use of this source for their historical researches
on Pre Mughul India have gone with me through the
whole translation and jnade a number of corrections

1 Or Kitab Bujar e g Qal V 150 Cf Brock I 477
2 Cf Brock I 336 Encycl of Islam II 414 Maqqarl

1 034 sqq
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and suggestions which have been utilised in particular
in the foot notes Mr Rashid moreover has helped
nie in reading the proofs My thanks are due to my
Research student Nazirul Islam who assisted me in
translating the text in the firstinstance and dictated also
my manuscript to the typist I am grateful also to Dr
I R Khan Chairman of the Department of Geog
raphy for his valuable help in identifying and
locating certain names of places Dr Abdul
Aleem Lecturer in my Department lias kindly read
the proofs of the translation and pointed out a few
amendments in the translation I feel grateful to
all these gentlemen



TRANSLATION

INDIA AND ITS CIRCUMJACENT COUNTRIES

The author of Masdlik ul Absdr 1 says it is a most
iraportantcountry which cannot be compared with any
other country in the world in respect of its extensive
zones its abundant wealth and armies the grandeur
of its Saltan when he travels or is in residence and in
respect of the grandeur of the throne of his country
The fame and reputation of this country is well
known

Then he 2 continues I used to learn from the
current news and written books what filled my eyes
and ears But I could not acquaint myself with the
truth of these accounts because of the remoteness
of this country and the distance of its provinces from
us Then I repeatedly inquired about that from the
narrators and 1 found more than I had heard and
greater things than I had expected

More is not necessary to say 8 it is a country
in whose sea there are pearls and in whose land
there is gold and in whose mountains there are
rubies and diamonds and in whose valleys there is

1

2

3

i e Ibn Fadlullah ul Omarl Cf p 9 No 1
i e Ibn Fadlullfth ul Omarl the author of Masulik

Arabic cf Dozy I 284
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aloes wood and camphor a G2 and in whose
cities there are the thrones of the kings
Among its animals are elephants and rhinos
ceros among its sharp weapons are the Indian
swords Its rates are cheap its armies are
numberless and its territories are limitless Its in
habitants have wisdom and great intelligence
Amongst the nations they have the greatest mastery
over their passions and devote themselves to what is
supposed bring one near unto God

He continues Mohammad b Abdur Rahlm
al Qais 3 has described this country in his book
Tuhfut ul Albdb saying huge country great justice
considerable wealth line management constant
satisfaction and security wherewith there is 110 fear
in the country of India The Indians are the most
learned people in the branches of Philosophy Medicine
Geometry and in all the wonderful arts Further lie
says in their mountains and islands there grow the
trees of aloes wood and camphor arid all sorts of

1 ll n Bat IV 241 gives a description of the aloes wood
of which different species exist The Sanskrit name is agaru
or in dialects agil and akil Through the Portuguese who called
it aguila it came to English as eagle wood by the association
of Latin aquila The aloes wood was already known in the
ancient world Pliny Book XXVII says The best alee is
brought out of India

2 Cf Ibn Bat Ill 241 The Sanskrit word is Karpura
the origin of which is probably Javanese Kclpfir Through the
Persians and Arabs the camphor came in the middle ages to
Europe cf Dozy Oosteiiingen p 47 and Hobson Tobson s v
p 151

3 The text has been nisba Uqllshi He is generally
known as al Mazinl al QaisI Cf Brock I 17 Zirkili
Al A lclm Qdmus tarajim p 917 Brockelmann I 477
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aromatic plants e g clove tree 1 spikenard sunbul 2
dav chlni 3 Cinnamon qirfa salllcha 4 cardamom
Cq qullah 6 cubeb 6 maca 7 and many kinds of drug s
of vegetable origin CaqaqTr And they have musk
deer 8 and civet cat 9 This together with all that is

1 Qaranful cf Hob son Job son s v clove p 223 see
further the curious description of Ibn Bat IV 243 and its
criticism by Mzik p 404

2 Andripgon nardus Cf Sir W Jones in As Res II 410
We may on the whole be assured that the nardus of Ptolemy

the Indian Sumbnl of the Persians and Arabs the JatamansI of
the Hindus and the spikenard of our shops are one and the same
plant

3 The Arabic word in the text is Persian dar
cliini China stick i e cinnamon Interesting in this respect is
the following explanation of Pietro della Yalle Viaggi ed E
Grey Hak Soc 1891, If 206 07 from the year 1621 As for
the cinnamon which you wrote was called by the Arabs dartzeni
T assure you that the dar sini as the Arabs say or dar cliini as
the Persians and Turks call it is nothing but our ordinary
Canella

4 The oil or produce of the bentree ban cf Lanes v
5 The text has qatilah Although there are different

kinds of plants with this name cf Dozy II 308 cardamom is
meant here

The fruit of the Piper Cubcba In Hindi kabab
clilnl which marks its importation from the Bast Its Arabic name
is Icababa It is mentioned by Mas udI I 341 Cubeb was well
known in Europe in the Middle Ages e g in a list of drugs to
be sold in the city of IJlm A I 1596 cubebs are mentioned
Hanbury and Eluckiger Pharmacographi a A Hist of the
Principal Drugs 1874 p 526 27

7 Arabic basbdsa cf IIobson Tobson p 527
8 Arab gliazal ul misk i e the musk deer Moschus

moschiferus L is found throughout the Himalaya and extends
oast to the borders of Szechuen and North to Siberia Cosmas
Indicopleustes ca 545 A D Book XI says about the musk
deer This little animal is the Musk The natives call it in their
own tongue Kastilri They hunt it and shoot it and binding tight
the blood collected about the navel they cut this off and this
is the sweet smelling part of it and what we call Musk See
further Travels of Nikitin ed R Major Hakl Soc p 22

9 Arab sinnaur uz zahad
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found in this country is on account of the extensive
ness of the provinces the remoteness of the sides
and the distance of its boundaries

In the Masdlik ul Abs r it has been related on the
authority of Shaikh Mubarak b Mahmfid ul
Anbatl that the breadth of this country is from
Somnat 1 and Sarandib 2 to Ghazna i and its
length from the Bay opposite to Aden to the Wall
of Alexander 4 where the Indian Ocean comes out
of the Atlantic Ocean and that it takes three
years 5 of ordinary journey to cross it In the whole
country towns are closely built and there are
pulpits thrones districts villages market places
and bazars No desolated place comes between them

After this he describes him 7 as a reliable trust
1 20 53 N and 70 28 E in the state of Junagadh

Kathiawar Bombay
2 i c the island Ceylon which had in tho course of

history different names Cf TIobson Tobson p 181 and the
remarks of Mzik p 353 sqq and N Lai Dey Geograph Dictionary

p 185 113
3 In Afghanistan 100 miles S R W from Kabul

Ghazna was the residence of Mahmud b Sabuktegin ruled 387
421 A H 997 1030 A D and was destroyed in the year 544
A H 1150 A D by Ala uddln Husain Kruln suz cf Bncycl
of Islam s v

4 i c tlie Chinese Wall which is said to have been
built by Alexander against the pagan people Gog and Magog
Cf Ibn Khordfidhbeh p 162 sqq M T de Geoje De muur
van gog en magog in Verslagen en Meded K Akad v Wetensch
Afd Letfcerk 3 e reeks Deel V p 87 sqq and now A R
Anderson Alexander a gate Gog and Magog and tlie inclosed
nations Cambridge Mass Medieval Acad of America 1932

5 Yet see the observation of the author of Masalik ul
Absar on this p 19

0 i e al Omari the author of Masdlik ul Absur
7 i e tlie relator Mubarak b Mahmfid
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worthy and learned man in what he relates but
he considers this distance as too great He continues

verily the whole inhabited world is not equal to this
distance unless he meant that this was the time
taken by one who moved from one place to another
in it till he had got a thorough knowledge of every
place and knew 1 what was in it

This description is divided into eleven chapters 63

CHAPTER I
About the climates of this country

This country consists of two great climates

THE FIRST CLIMATE 2
The climate of Sind and the adjacent provinces 3

of Mukran Turan Budha and the countries of Qufs 4
and Balus/

SIND
Ibn Hauqal says The boundaries of Kirman

enclose it on the western side and the end of the
boundary is the waterless desert of Sijistan On the

1 literally lie carried fin his mind away i e he
elates or knows what he has seen and heard there Cf also Dozy

I 326
2 Arabic iqlim a Greek word one of the Seven climates

f the Ancients Bee also B Honigmann Die Sieben Klimata
Heidelberg 1927

3 Literally what is strung in the string of it
4 a hilly region known as Jibal ul Qufs on the border of

Kirman Cf Abufl Fid a Taqwlm p 334 10 335 3 Yaqut Mujam
ul Buldan VI 147 sqq Le Strange 323

5 Or Baluch were robber tribes Cf Abu lPida Taqtrim
1 334 Mujam ul Buldan 1 732 Hobson Jobson p 94

6 Cf Encvcl of Islam s v Sind Sir Wolselev Haig
The Indus Delta Country Prof Muh Habih The Arab Conquest
of Sind Isl Culture Vol Hi p 77 sqq
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Southern side is a desert which lies between Kirman
and the Tndian Ocean which is on the south
of the desert On the Eastern side lies also the
Persian Ocean for the Ocean bends like i
bow towards Kirman and Sind till it becomes the
entrance to the eastern side of Sind On the Northern
side lies a part of India Ibn Khordazbeh says in
Sind costus 2 cane qanaf and bamboo Jchaizurclnyg row

1 The western aide must be meant here
2 Arabic qiist Hind kut from Sanskrit kushta which is

the costus of the ancients Anglo Indian Putchock is the trade
name for a fragrant root Cf Hobson Tobson p 744

Garcia says in his most valuable book Colloquios clos
Simples e Drogas e Cousas Mcdecinaes da India I say that cost
us in Arabic is called cost or cast in Guzarate it is called uplot
and in Malay for in that region there is a great trade and con
sumption thereof it is called pucho I tell you the name in
Arabic because it is called by the same name by the Latins and
Greeks and I tell it you in Guzerati because that is the land to
which it is chiefly carried from its birth place and I tell you
the Malay name because the greatest quantity is consumed
there or taken thence to China

3 I cannot make out which plant is meant here qandt plur
qanawat or 5a iaisin Arabic lance or stick meaning originally
reed The word was probably borrowed from Assyrian hanii

reed Cf H Zimmern Akkadische Fremdwoerter Leipzig
1915 p 56 and came perhaps through Aramaic in Arabic
The same word was taken over into Greek lcanna kane and
Latin carina For the later development of qanat in Arabic see
Encyclop of Islam Vol II p 708

Since bamboo is mentioned after this word I think one of the
species of bamboo may be meant here According to popular
belief bamboos are male and female The female have
hollow stems and include the common species which are men
tioned in the next foot note the male ones belonging to Dendro
calamus strictus have a solid core They are used for spear shafts
and bludgeons headed with iron and forming so a very dangerous
weapon They are called Hind latlil from Prakrit latthl for
Sanskrit Yashti Since the Arabic word used in the text means
also spear this explanation seems probable

4 There are many species of which Bambusa arundinacea
and Bambvsa vulgaris are the most common For further re
ference Cf Hobson Jobson s v Bamboo p 54
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The capital of Sind is Mansura 1 It is a
city in Sind situated in the second of the seven
climates Ibn Sa ld says its longitude is 95 30
and its latitude is 24 42 The author of Al Qanun
says its old name is Yamanho and it was called
Mansura because the Muslims who conquered it said
JS T usirna i e we are victorious But Al Mu
hallabl says it is called al Mansura because Omar b
TIafs 3 known as Hazar Mard built it in the time
of Abu Ja far al Mansur 4 the second Caliph of the
Abbasides and named it after his byname laqab 5

04 lbn Hauqal savs it is a big city which is
surrounded by a bay of the river Mihran a river that
comes from Multan It is lik an island but it is a
hot city and nothing grows there except palm trees
and sugar cane an extremely sour fruit having
the size of an apple which is called Yamuma 67 is
also found there

1 It is situated on an old channel of the Indus delta and
founded on the old site of Brahmanabad about 43 miles north
east of Haidarabad Sind Of Archaeol Survey of India Annual
Reports 1903 04 pp 132 sqq and Cunningham s Ancient Geogra
phy pp 306 318 Further Isl Culture IX 149

2 So in the text it is a misreading for Bamanhwa See Cun
ningham s Geography p 311

3 He was set over the province of Sind and afterwards
sent to North Africa where he entered Qairuan in the year 151
A II where he died 154 A H

4 Ruled 136 158 A 11 754 775 A D
5 Cf Abu l Fidfi Taqwirn p 351 But cf Isl Culture

IX 148
6 Cf Abu l Fida, Taqwlm p 351
7 The fruit of tbe Eugenia jambolana Lavih which

resembles olives Cf Ibn Bat TIT 128 11 191 IV II 229
Its Hind name is j mun jaman or jamli and is sometimes con
founded with Hind jambU or jamrfd the rose apple Eugenia
jamhos L Cf Hobson p 448 49
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Daybul 1 It is a city on the sea shore situated
in the second of the seven climates Ibn Sa ld
says its longitude is 92 31 and its latitude is
24 20 The author of Taqwitn ul Buldan says it is
a small and extremely hot city on the coast of Sind
According to Ibn Hauqal it is to the East of the
Mihran and is a seaport of that region In Al Lubab
it is mentioned that it is situated on the Indian
Ocean near Sind Ibn Sa ld says, it lies on an entrance
to the inland in the Bay of Sind and is the biggest
and the most famous of the sea ports of Sind and
the articles of Daibul are exported from it The
author of Taqwim ul Buldan mentions that in it are
found plenty of sesain dates are imported to it from
Basra between it and Mansura is a distance of six
days journey

Nlruir The author of Al Ijibab says it is a
city in the district of Daybul between the latter
and Mansura and situated in the second of the
seven climates According to Al Qannn its longitude
is 94 30 and its latitude is 24 4 r Ibn Sa ld says
it is one of the ports of the country of Sind and on

1 Daybul Debal Sind Dewal mentioned by all the old
Arabic geographers it is a famous seaport of Sind which stood
at the site of modern Karachi It was named after a Buddhist
temple devalya which was destroyed by the Mohammadans in
the year 7LI Cf Balaj/orl Futilh ul Buldan p 432,435 38
443 Daibul was known to the Portuguese as Diul or
Diulcindi but identified by thorn as Lahari So Mzik p 39

presumes that Daibul and Lahari are the same town which
changed the names For further bibliography cf Encyclo of
Islam T 896 and Cunningham s Ancient Geography p 340 346

2 Situated roughly 75 miles to the north east it is believed
to be the old name of modern Haidariibad Of Abu I Fidii
Taqwim p 349 Qalqashandl and Abu I Fidii have both the
form j Cf for its explanation see Cunningham p 328 29
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which their saltish bay lies that conies out of the
Persian Sea The author of Al Azizi says 65 its
inhabitants are Muslims and from there to Mansura
is distance of lifteen farsakhs Tbn Sa ld relates that
Abu Raihan al Blrunl the author of Al Q nurC which
was written about the longitude s and latitudes of the
countries got his nisba from it 1

Sadusan 2 The author of Taqwim ul Buldcin says
it is a city on the western side of the river

Mihran situated where the third of the seven
climates begins According fo Al Qanttn its
longitude is 94 50 and its latitude is 28 10 Ibn
Hauqal says it is a fertile place with abundant
wealth and big bazars around it there are many
t owns n nri ma rkets 8 J JU

Multan 4 In Taf/wlm vl Ruldiln it is given with
Dhamma on the Mini f and Sukun on the Lam j

and Ta o and A1 if l and Nun j in most of the

books it is written with Waw e It is
a city in Sind as Abu Raihan al Blruni has mention
ed although Ibn Hauqal has placed it in India and
on liis authority it occurs in u MoSS,lil n/ Absdr but
al Blruni is more authentic in this matter than Ibn

1 He was born in a suburb of Khwarizm hence bis
nisba al Berunl

2 i e Sehwan on the Indus in Sind The present name
is a contraction of Sewistan which according to Cunningham s
Ancient Geography of India ed by S Majumdar 302 sqq was
so called after its inhabitants the Sewis The Arab
geographers call it Sadustan Sadusan or Shiirusan The Sanskrit
name is Sindomana

3 Abu l Kida Taqwim p 349
4 Cf Mas udI I 151,207,310 Abu l Fida p 357
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Hauqal because Sind is his own native country and
therefore he must be better informed about it It
is situated in the third of the seven climates
According to Al Qdnun its longitude is 96 25 and its
latitude is 28 40 Ibn Hauqal says it is smaller
than Mansura

It has been mentioned in Mastilik ul Absar on the
authority of some works that the villages of Multan
are 126,000 Al Muhallabi has mentioned that the
districts of Multan spread from the vicinity of
the boundary of Mukran in the south up to the
boundary of Mansura The distance between it and
Ghazna is sixty eight farsakhs

Aror 1 According to Ibn Hauqal it is a city
nearly as big as Multan It has two city walls and
is situated on the river Mihran The author of
Al Azizi says it is a big city and its inhabitants 66
are Muslims who are under the rule of the Governor
of Mansura Between Aror and Mansura is a
distance of thirty farsakhs According to Al Qanun
its longitude is 95 55 and its latitude is 28 10

MUKRAN 2
Ibn Hauqal savs it is a broad and extensive

region consisting mostly of deserts and barren
and arid plains The author of Taqwlm id Biddan has
two contradictory opinions about it in the discourse
about Sind he says that it belonges to it 3 and in his

1 The text and also Abu l Fida p 347 have AzQr
Cf Cunningham s Ancient Geography p 296 Dr I R Khan
Historical Geography of the Punjab and Sind Muslim University
Journal Aligarh Vol T

2 Cf Abu l Fida p 349 334 further Le Strange p 329
3 i a to Sind



discourse about Mukran in connection with the
country of Sind lie includes it in Karman

Its capital is Tlz It is situated in the second of
the seven climates According to Ibn Sa ld its longi
tude is 8G and its latitude is2G l r Ibn Hauqal says
it is the sea port of Mukran and those districts

It is situated on the bank of the river Mill ran 011 the
western side near the bay that opens from the river
Mill ran behind Mansura

TURAN 1
It is a region at a distance of fifteen days

journey from Mansura According to al Qanun its
capital is Qandabll 2 and its longitude is 95 and its
latitude 28 J Ibn Hauqal mentions that the capital
of Turan is Qnzdar 4 The author of Tnqivim 11 Bitltl an
has related on the information of those who saw
it that it is a small fortress According to Tctqwim id
Haitian it is like a village 011 account of its smallness
and is situated 011 level ground on a small hill there
are some gardens around it In Al Lubab it is men
tioned that Quzdar is a district The distance
between it and Multan is about twenty days journey

BUDHA 0
Urn Hauqal says it lies between the boundaries

of Turan Mukran and Multan and the cities of
1 On the north eastern frontiers of Mukran Cf Abu l Fida

p 483 and Le Strange i 331
2 Qandabil lias been identified with the present Gandava

lying south of SibJ See further Enc of Islam s v IT 710
3 Abu l Fida, 347 and Le Strange p 332
4 Tt was conquered by Sultan Mahmud in 402 Cf Dr

Nii im p 74
Budha lay to the north o f Turan cf Abujl Fida p 347

and Le Strange p 331 32
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Mansura it lies on the western side of the river
Mihran Its people have camels like the Bedouins
they live in huts and booths According to Taqwim
ul Buldan the distance from Mansura to the borders
of Budha is live days journey Anybody who
wants to go from Mansura to Budha has to cross the
river Mihran

THE SECOND CLIMATE
INDIA

In Taqwtm ul Bulddn it is stated Tt is surrounded
on the western side by the Persian Sea and the rest
of it are the boundaries of Sind in the South is the
Indian Ocean and to the east lies the desert that
separates India from China The boundary on the
Northern side is not mentioned In M mlik ul Absar
it is related that its boundary on the Northern side
is the country of the Turks ft has been related
011 the authority of Shaikh Mubarak ul Anbatl that
there are no waste lands in this kingdom save
the laud extending over a distance of twenty days

journey which is adjacent to Ghazna on account of
the disputes of the rulers of India and Turkistan and
countries beyond the Oxus or the barren mountains
or dense jungles

68 The author of Mnsalih ul Absar says When
I inquired from Shaikh Mubarak ul Anbatl about the
land and provinces of India I10 said in it there are
about a thousand big and small rivers Some of them
resemble the Nile in length others are inferior to
that and some of them are like ordinary rivers On
the banks of the rivers are villages and towns and
dense trees and extensive pastures He continues

J A If j J I aaa v v i
ivAv u fa

V 3
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these are temperate provinces the seasons of which
do not change They are neither extremely hot nor
extremely cold as if all the seasons were spring There
blows gentle wind and pleasant breeze The rain
falls continually for four months and mostly it rains
at the end of the spring till the beginning of summer 1

The Country of India has two Capitals
The First Capital
THE CITY OF DELHI

The author of Taqwlrn ul Buldan writes with
Dal and Lam J with Tashdld and Ya 15 but he
does not give the vowel for the Dal People pro
nounce it with the Fatha Da/li and also with Dhamma
Dulli 2 But the author of Taqwlrn ul Buld n names

it in his History Dahli changing the first Lam
for the Ha It is the capital of an extensive king
dom iqllm and is situated in the fourth of the
seven climates According to A1 Qanun its longitude
is 128 50 and its latitude is 35 50 The author
of Taqwlm ul Buld n says it is a big city situated in
a plain the soil of which consists of stone and sand
Around it are brick built walls 3 which are loftier
than those of Hainat 4 It is far off from the sea

1 The author means the Monsoon the periodical winds
of the Indian Sea which bring the rainy season

2 See Geograph Diet of Ancient and Mediaeval India
by N Lai Dey s v For general information about Delhi one
may be referred to H ti Keene Ha ad book for Visitors to Delhi
Rewritten and brought up to date by K A Duncan Calcutta
1906 Sir Henry Sharp Delhi Its Story and Buildings Bombay
1921 H C Fansbawe Delhi Past and Present London 1902

3 Cf Ibn Bat Ill 147 the wall that surrounds Delhi
has no equal4 One of the metropolitan cities of Syria It was the
home of Abu l Fida
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At the distance of a farsulkh from it flows
a river which is not so bi as the Euphrates
There are a few gardens and no grapes The rain
falls in summer In its mosque there is a minaret
the like of which is not found in the world it is built
of red stones and has about three hundred stairs It
has extensive dimensions is very high and has
spacious lower parts Its height is about that of the
minaret of Alexandria

69 The author of u M tsa/ik ul Absar has rela
ted on the authority or Sheikh Burhanuddln bin
ul Khallal al BazzI al Kufl that its height is about six
hundred forearms 2 On the authority of Sheikh Muba
rak ul Anbatl it is related that Delhi consists of many
cities which are grouped together and each of them
has a special name Delhi beingione of them 3 Sheikh
Abu Bakr bin Khallal says, All the cities to which the
the name Delhi is applied now a davs are twenty
one in number Sheikh Mubarak says Delhi is
measured in miles in length and breadth The
circumference of the populated area is forty miles
The houses of Delhi are built of stone and brick
the roofs are of wood and the floor is paved with

1 The author describes the Kntab Minar Qutb Minar
Cf also Ibn Bat ITT 150 sqq See R N Munshi The History
of the Kutb Minar Bombay 1911 T A Page Historical Memoir
on the Kutb Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of Tndia
No 22 1925

2 Now a days the height of the Kntab Minar is 238 English
feet

3 Ibn Bat 1 IT 146 says that the Delhi of h is time con
sisted of four cities 1 Delhi itself 2 Siri also called Dar ul
Khallfa 3 Tughluq Abad called after its founder Sultan
Tughlaq 4j Jihiin Peniih the residence of Sultan Mohammad
Shah the ruler at the time when Ibn Bat visited it Cf also
IT C Hearn The Seven Cities of Delhi London 190G
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white stones resembling marble They do not build
there the houses more than two stories hioh and
often confine themselves to only one Nobody paves
his house with marble except the Sultan

He continues there are one thousand Madrasas
out of which only one belongs to the Shafitesand the
rest are for the Hanafites There are about seventy
Bimaristans hospitals which are called DBr

ush Shif a In Delhi and its surroundings there are
about two thousand asylums rubut and hospices
Ichcinkcih There are furthermore fa mous places
of pilgrimage and big bazars and numerous baths
The inhabitants drink rain water which is collected
there in large reservoirs the diameter of each of
them is about the distance of an arrow shot or more
As regards the water for their ordinary use and for
their animals they have wells with high water level
of which the lowest level is seven fore arms from
the surface

Delhi has become the capital of the whole of
India and the residence of the Sultan There are
palaces and special mansions where he and his family
reside and there are quarters for his maid servants and
favourite slaves and the houses of his male servants
and slaves None of the Khans and Amirs live with him
and none of them can stay there except when he comes
on some business then every one of them retires to
his own house Delhi has gardens on its three
sides east south and north in straight lines every
line is twelve miles As regards the western side
it is destitute of gardens on account of the proximity

1 The tombs of Saints with which Delhi abounds and
which are visited by the people Wallaces of pilgrimage J
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of numerous ravines and beyond that there are
cities and numerous districts 70

The Second Capital
THE CITY OF DEOGIR 1

It is a city belonging to an extensive kingdom In
Masdlik ui Absar it is related on the authority of Sheikh
Mubarak ul Anbatl that it is an old city which Sultan
Mohammad Tughlaq Shah 2 rebuilt and he gave it the
name of u Qubbat ul Islam He has related that the
Sultan left it later while it was not yet completed
and that the above mentioned Sultan had divided it
in a wise that separate quarters were built for every
class of people a quarter for the troops a quarter
for the Wazirs a quarter for the Secretaries a
quarter for the Judges and the learned men a
quarter for the Sheikhs and Faqlrs In every
quarter there were found according 1 to the needs
of every class mosques bazars public baths flour
mills ovens and workmen of all professions
such as gold smiths dyers washermen etc so that
the people of that quarter did not depend upon the
other quarter for selling and buying and exchanging
things so that each quarter was in the position of
an independent city

1 Deoglr in the district Aureng iibiid in the Hyderabad
State known as Daulat abad Muhammad Tughlaq tried to
shift his residence from Delhi to Deogir in order to occupy a
central place for the seat of Government Cf Cambridge
History of India Vol III p 144

2 Cf Cambridge History of India Vol III p 11Q stjc
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Know you that the author of Taqwlm ul Buldan
has mentioned on the authority of some travellers to
India that the country of Hind consists of three parts

PART I
The Country of Guzerat

Hi it there are a number of cities and towns
Naldaioara 2 According to Tbn Sa Id it is Nahra

wala placing 1 the Ra j before the Lam J so is it
also given in Taqwlm ul Buldan 011 the authority of
some travellers In Nuzhnt ul Mushtaq the name Nah
rawara is given with two Ra j Tt is situated in the
second of the seven climates According to Al Qanfln
its longitude is 98 20 and its latitude is 33 30 It is
the Western part of the province of Manibar 3 which
will be mentioned later It is bigger than Kanbayat
and its population is scattered between gardens
and water Tt is at three days journey from the sea
The Prince of Hamat says in his History 4 it is
one of the biggest provinces in India

Kanbayat s As the author of Mas lilc ul Absdr
1 The well known province in Western India named

after the great Hindu clan with many tribes Gujar Sanskrit
Giityjara Prom the Sanskrit form Ourjjara the Hindi and
Mahratfci Gujarat or Gujrdt was taken Therefore the English
spelling Guzerat or Goozerat

2 Anhilvara now known as Patan near Ahmedahad
Gujarat Cf Abu l Fida p 357 See also Cunningham p 366 69

3 Manibar is identical with Ma bar meaning in Arabic ford
passage

4 i e Abu l Fida
5 Kanbayat is the form of the Muslim Geographers cf

Abu 1 Fidft p 357 The modern name is Cambay Kambayat
Khambat from Khamhavati city of the Pillar Camboct
according to Marco Polo Tt is situated in the inner part of the
gulf to which it has given its name It was the residence of the
Muhammadan rulers of Guzerat Cf Imperial Gazetteer of
India s v Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency T 514 sqq
Archaeological Surrey of Western India TY T ondon 1876
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implies its name should be Anbayit changing the Kaf
at the beginning into Hamza because its nisba is

Anbatl It is a city on the coast of the Indian Ocean
situated in the second of the seven climates Accor
ding to Al Qanan its longitude is 99 20 and its
latitude is 22 20 In Taqwlm ul Buldan it is narrated
on the authority of those who had travelled there
that it is the western part of Manibar on a gulf the
length of which is three days journey It is a
beautiful city bigger than Ma arra in Syria

Its buildings are of brick and there is also white
marble but there are only a few gardens in it

Tana 1 it is a city on the sea side situated in the
first of the seven climates According to Al Qanun its
longitude is 114 20 As stated in Taqwlm ul Buldan
it belongs to the eastern region of Guznrat Ibn Sa ld
says it is a well known place among the mer
chants 2 All the inhabitants of this sea coast he says
are infidels who worship idols 3 and Muslims live
with them 4 Al Idiisi relates its fields and hills produce

1 Of Abu l Fida p 359 Thana is now a days the name of
a city on the Island of Salsette in the presidency of Bombay
It was a famous port and the capital of a Hindu kingdom of the
Konkan Cf Hobson J obson p 895 244 Al B e runl s India
I p 203 Bombay Gazetteer Vol I part 2 p 283

2 Cf Marco Polo Book III chapter 27 Tana is a great
kingdom lying towards the West There is much traffic here
and many ships and merchants frequent the place

3 In the 14th century many Christian missionaries suffered
martyrdom there On the other hand many persons were baptis
ed too Cf letter of Friar Jordanus in Cathay 226 Friar
Odoric p 57 58

4 Cf Muslim Colonies in India before the Muslim Con
guest Isl Cult Vol VIII p
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reed qana and sugar of bamboo 1 which are export
ed from there to other countries Abu Raihan calls its
nisba Tanishi the Tanishi cloth 2 come from there

Somnath 3 It is situated in the second
climate According to Al Quai m its longitude is
97 10 and its latitude is 22 15 The author of Al
Qdiiilii says further it lies on the sea coast in the
land of Bawazlj 4 Ibn Sa id says, it is well known
among the travellers and is also known as the land
of Lar 5 It is situated on a headland which projects
into the sea so that many ships bound for Aden
touch it because it is not in a gulf It lies on the
mouth of a river that comes down from the big moun
tains lying in the North east There was an idol which
the Hindus held in great honour and which belonged
to this place it was called the Idol of Somnath 0

1 In the toxt pers tabciahir the Tabaxir of the European
travellers It is a siliceous substance deposited in the joints of
the bamboo Of Hobson Jobson p 887 862

2 For the various kinds of Indian piecegoods Cf Wm
Milburn Oriental Commerce I 44 46 11,90 221 2 Vols and
the references given by Hobson Jobson p 706 sqq

3 An ancient town situated in 20 53 N and 70 28 E
Cf Abu 1 Fida p 356 Imner Gaz of India Oxford 1908
XXIII 74

4 Thus in the text I cannot explain the word There
seems to be a mis reading possibly it is an Arabic plural of Borah
ffrom Hind and Guz bohrii bohora The original home of the
Borahs who are known as traders and money lenders was Guzerat
where they are still most numerous For details cf Jfobson
Tobson s v p 105 sqq

5 By many Arab Geographers Lar is applied to a region
which is now called Guzarat Cf e cj Mas udI 1 381 The old
Sanskrit name probably derived from some local tribe was Lala
Cf Bombay Gazetteer I pt 1 7

6 For the Idol of Somnath cf the critical investiga
tions of Dr Muhd Nazim Sultan Mahmtid of Ghazna Cambridge
1931 pp 209 224
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rr was destroyed by Yanunuddaula Mahmud
bin Sabuktigln 1 when lie conquered it as is mentioned
in the historical books

Sandan 2 So according to Taqwlm ul Buldan and
taken from MuhallabI in Al Azlzl but some travellers
have given it as Sandabur It is a city at three
days distance from Tana situated in the first of
the seven climates According to Al QanUn its longi
tude is 104 20 and its latitude is 19 20 In Taqwlm
ul Buldan itis said on the authority of some travellers
that it is situated on a gulf in the Green Ocean and
it is the last region of Guzerat According to Al
QoinUn it lies on the sea coast The author of Al Azlzl
says 73 the distance between this place andMansura
is fifteen farsakhs and it is the place where roads
converge He continues it is the land of costus
male and female bamboos 3 and is one of the biggest
ports on the sea

Nagur It is a city at a distance of four days
journey from Delhi 4

Galur 5 It is situated 011 a mound like the
1 ruled from 387 421 A H 999 1030 A D at Ghazna
2 Cf AbuTFida p 358 It was known under the name

Sindabur Sandabur to the Arabic Geographers and denotes
Goa tho capital of the Portuguese dominions in India It is
mentioned a Mas udI I 207 Buzurg b Shabriyar Kitab aja ib
il IIind ed and transl by P A v d Lith and L M Devic
p 157 58 For further references Cf Hobson Tobson p 379 837
and Mzik p 284

3 Cf P 9 footnote
4 Cf Abu l Fida p 353 It is the modern Nagore
5 The text lias which was pronounced as g in Egypt

The town therefore is tiiocilior The fortress of Gwalior is one of
the most famous fortresses in India The city was visited by
Ibn Bat II 193 Cf further the description by A Cunningham
Archceological Survey Reports Vol II p 330 It was the state
prison where the Sultans in Delhi used to send their political
enemies See also Hobson Jobson p 405
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fortress of Misyaf 1 between Nagur and Nahrawala
It is related that out of the cities of Guzarat only
Galur rebelled against the rulers of Delhi

I Wanii rl 2 According to Al Qdhun it lies between
the port and Ma bar towards SarandTb Its longitude
is 120 and its latitude is 13

PART II
The Province of Manlbfir 3

It is a region of Hind in the east of the Province
of Guzarat which has already been mentioned
The author of Taqwlm ul Buld n says Manibar is
the country of popper 4 The pepper tree has bunches
like the ears of the millet plant and its tree
entwines itself round other trees as the grape vine

1 Yilqut Mxi jam ul Buldan vol IV p 556 writes about

J 9 l J I
2 In Taqwlm id Buldan p 353 its name is given as

Manderl It is possible that it is IMadura situated in the
southern part of the peninsula Cf Cunningham p 628 sqq

3 According to other Arabic writers Mallbar Cf also
Abu l Fida p 353 It is the pepperland of the Arabs the
indiginious form of the name is Malai sanskritized Malaya So
we find the forms Male Malai Maliah in post classical literaturo
of India The suffix bar is attached to the name from about the
middle of the 12th century The origin of the suflix bar is
not clear it may he sanskrit vara a region cf lleinand
Relation etc Chapter I 17 The word bar serves to indicate
that which is both a cost and a kingdom See also Cunning
bam p 179 Anyhow from the time of the Portuguese we
lind in the travellers literature the forms Mnlavar and Malabar
CI Hobson lobson p 539

4 The Black pepper Piper nigrum L is indigenous to
Malabar and Travancore and thence introduced into the Malay
countries particularly Sumatra Cf Hobson p 697
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does There are many 1 cities and all the districts of
Manibar are green and abound in water and dense
trees 74

Hinnaur 2 According 1 to Taqiolm ul Buldan it is
on the Western side of Sandabiir in the province of
Gruzerat which has already been mentioned and it is
the first town of Manibar from the West side It has
many gardens

Basarur 3 It is a small town in the East of
Hinnaur

Manjarur 4 Tt is 011 the east of Basarur which
has just been mentioned and is one of the biggest
cities in Manibar The king of this country is an
infidel At three days journey beyond the city there
is a big hill which projects into the sea which can
be seen by travellers from afar and is called Ra s
Haily 6

1 Lacuna in the text the editor of the text suggests to
read ,1

2 Hinnaur is a a town in the district of northern Canara
and situated on the sea shore Now a days it is known as
Honavar Hanore Cf IIohson Tobson p 422 Ibn Bat visited it
Cf IV 65 67

3 A port of Canara about 20 miies N N W from
Coondapoor Ibn Bat IV 77 78 names it f Abu Sarftr In the
J 7th Century its name is Barcelor or Bracelore or some
thing similar to these forms Cf Hobson Jobson p 45 1 si
Culture VIII 603

4 i e Manglore a port on the coats of Southern Canara
Cf Abu l Fida p 354 ibn Bat IV 79 Hobson Tobson p 552
Isl Culture VIII 603

5 Mount Delly in the Portuguese sources Monte d Eli
is a mountain on the Malabar coast which lias been described
by Abu l Fida p 354 and Ibn Bat IV 81 The etymology of the
name is probably Malayal eli mala High Mountain All
other explanations seem erroneous Cf IIohson Tobson p 303



Fandarayna 1 It is a small place in the east of
Ras Haily and has many gardens 2

Shaliyat 3 I went then to Shalyat a very
pretty town where they make the stuff that bear its
name shawl Cf Ibn Bat IV 109 Mzik p 314

Shinkall 4 A village near Shaliyat
Kaulam 5 It is situated in the first climate

According to Al Atwdl the longitude of this place
is 110 and its latitude is 18 30 Ibn Sa ld says it
is the last of the land of pepper in the East
From that place ships sail to Aden The author
of Taqwirn ul Buldan says some travellers have
related to me that it is situated on a sea gulf in a

1 The text and Abu l Fida p 354 have Tandayur hut it
might he Pandariini cf Hohson Jobson p 666 which lost its
importance after the Portuguese conquest Cf Mzik p 301

2 Ibn Bat IV 88 describes it Fandrayna is a large
and fine town with orchards and bazaars The Muslims occupy
three quarters in it each of which has a mosque It is at
this town that the Chinese vessels pass the winter

3 Qalqashandi says nothing about this place It is
Chalia Chalyam Chuliydm situated 6i miles S S E from
Calicut on the seacoast opposite Beypur Cf Ilobson Jobson
p 183

4 The city and port of Cranganore was known as
Singuyli Cyngilin Cynkali Shinkali to the European travellers
Several good views of it in the 17th century in P Baldasus
Wahrhaftige Ausfiihrliche Beschreibung der Kiisten Malabar und
Coromandel etc Amsterdam 1672 Ibn Bat IV 99 and Abu l Fida
355 relate that it was inhabited by Jews who elect an Amir
among themselves and pay tribute to Sultan of Kaulem

5 Kaulam Quilon Coilum a port in the state of
Travancore in Madras was a famous port of Malabar and
a place for transhipment for the trade with China It has been
already mentioned by Sulayman who had travelled to India
and China in the year 237 A II 851 A D Cf Eeinaud
Eelation II 16 Also at the time of Ibn Bat IV 10 it was a
very frequented port of Malabar For further references Cf
Hobson Jobson p 751
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plain and its soil is sandy There are many gardens
and the log wood grows there this is a tree like
that of pomegranate and its leaves resemble that of
vine grapes There is a quarter for the Muslims
and a Mosque 1

PART III
The Country of Ma bar 2

The author of Taqivzm ul Buldan 3 says it lies to
the east of Kaulam at three or four days journey
in a southerly direction

Ibn Sa ld says it is well known and muslin 4 is
exported from there and its washermen are
proverbial 5 In the North there are mountains ad
joining the kingdom of Balhara the king of
India 6 In the South the river Sulyan 7 falls into the
Sea In Masalik ul Absar it is mentioned on the
authority of the chief Qazi Sirajuddln al Hindl that
the country of Ma bar consists of numerous big
islands There are many cities and towns on them

Bairdawal In Taqwim ul Buldan it is related
it is the capital of the country of Ma bar and is

1 Cf Islamic Culture VII p 606
J i o Coromandel the eastern coast of the Peninsula of

India Ma bar meaning in Arabic passage ford is the name
of the Arabic writers it seems to be a corrupt form of an Indian
word Cf Hobson Jobson s v

3 Cf Abu l Fida p 354 361

4 In Arabic Y I find this word only in Dozy II 551
5 This seems to mean that the Dhobis there are very

good indeed
6 Balhara is the corrupted form of the title Vallabha

Ral which was used by the Arab writers as a generic title for
the leading ruler in India

7 Do not know which river is meant
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situated in the third climate According to Ibn
Sa ld 76 its longitude is 142 and its latitude is 17 25
The author of Taqwlm ul Buldan says it is the
capital of the Sultan of Ma bar and horses are im
ported into it from other places 1

Know you then that besides what has been
mentioned above there are other cities which are
mentioned in Taqwlm ul Buldan

IVIahoba 2 It is in the second climate According
to al Qdniln its longitude is 104 and its latitude is
27 Ibn Sa ld reports that it is on the two banks
of Ganges after it has passed from Qanauj
towards the Indian Ocean The author of Taqwlm ul
Buldan points out that this is the city of Brahmans
they are the priestly class ubbad of India who
attribute their origin to Brahman the first of their
sages Ibn Sa kl says their fortresses are in
accessible

Lauhaur 3 according to U AI Lubab but
also Lahawor It is in the third climate
According to al Atwal its longitude is 100
and its latitude is 31 In Al Lubub it is said it
is a big city which abounds in wealth It has
produced a number of learned men 4

1 Cf Abu l Fida p 355
2 The text has ej U In my opinion Mahoba the old

Capital of Bundelkhand is meant Cf Cunningham Mo 555 59
and N Lai Day Geograph Diet p 12J

3 i e modern Lahore which was named Lohawar after
its founder Lava or Lo the son of llama Cf Cunningham p
226 2B

4 Abu l Fida p 358
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Qanauj It is in the second climate According
to Ibn Sa ld its longitude is 131 50 and its latitude
is 29 According to al Atwtil its longitude is 27
less and its latitude 7 more Ibn Sa ld says
it is the capital of Lahawor 2 and it is between

the two arms of the Ganges 77 river 3 Al Muhal
labl says it is in the farthest parts of Hind
to the East from Multan at a distance of 282
farsakhs It is the Cairo of India and the biggest place
there People have exaggerated its grandeur so much
that they have said there are three hundred markets
for precious stones and the king of that place has
two thousand five hundred elephants and it abounds
in gold mines The author of u Nuzliat ul Mushtdq
says it is a beautiful city where there is much
trade Amongst its cities are QisJmir ul Kharijah and
Qishmlr nd dalchilah 4 The King is called after this
place Qanauj

The Mountains of Qamarun 5 The author of
Taqwlm ul Buldan says these mountains are the
barriers between India and China The author of
Al Qdnun regards them as islands They transcend
the first climate towards the s outh According

1 Vocalised Qinnauj Cf also Abu l Fida p 360 It is
an old city pi obably called by Ptolemy Kanogiza Cf Cunning
bam p 4 30 37 see also Enc of Islam II 109 s v Kanauj

2 Qanauj was for many centuries the capital of the old
Hindu Kingdom of northern India Cf Cunningham p 431 sqq

3 Cf Cunningham p 434 35
4 Kanoj was a great city with a citadel kitah and

on its south east point there was a large bastion called Kshem
Kali So far as I can make out these parts of Kanoj
must he meant here Cf Cunningham p 435 36

5 Namely the mountains of Ivhasya a Mongoloid race Cf
Ilobson Jobson p 480 and Garo between Kamrup and Sylhet
It was the country of the old Indian kingdom Kamrupa and
comprised roughly modern Assam Cunningham p 572
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to Al QdnUn and Al Atwal their longitude is 125
and their latitude 10 The residence of the king
is in the eastern part 1 There is to be found the
Q martlnl Aloes wood 2 in abundance

I say the author of Masalik ul Abs r mentionson
the authority of the Chief Justice Sirajuddin al HindJ
that there are twenty three provinces 3 in the territory
of the King of India some of them have already been
mentioned These are the provinces of Delhi Deo
g Ir Multan Kahran Kuhram Samana Sabustan
Sewistan Wajja Uch HasI HansI SarsutI Sirsab

Ma bar Tiling Telingana Gujarat Badaun 4 Awadh
Oudh Qanauj LakhnautI Bihar Karrah Malwah

Lahavvor Kalafur Jajnag ar Talanj and Dursamand
Then again he says these provinces consist of

twelve hundred cities each of them has small and
big Sub divisions niydbat AU of themare containing
districts and populous villages

He said that he did not know the number of their
villages save that the Province of Qanauj has
one hundred and twenty lakhs villages, every lakh
being one hundred thousand so that there are
twelve million villages The Province of Tiling 5
has thirty six lakhs i e three million six hundred

1 The name of the city is K Cf Abu l Fida p 361
2 Always mentioned in Arabic Literature as the best of

Aloes wood Cf also Cathay 11,515 sqq
3 W Bjorkmann p 106 mentions noch eine andere Einteil

ung in 23 Klimata, but he has been misled by the word iqlim
which means here nothing but a province

4 In the text j Jju
5 Telingana or Tilinga is the name of the people and the

country in the East of Deccan Cf Hobson Jobson p 912
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thousand villages On the whole the province of
Malwa 1 is greater than that of Qanauj

He 2 relates 011 the authority of Sheikh Mubarak
ul Anbatl that there are 011 Laknauti two hundred
thousand small but swift moving boats If one were
to shoot an arrow at the foremost one of them it
would fall on the middle one of them on account of
their fast speed There are big ships too which have
mills ovens and bazars Often the passengers come
to know one another only after some time on account
of the vastness of the ship This among many other
stories for which only he is responsible

Know you that in the Indian Ocean there are
big islands which are counted amongst the Indian
provinces some of which are a kingdom by them
selves such as

The Island of Serendib 4
It is also called Sinkadib as it is in the Indian

tongue 6 It transcends the first climate towards
the South According to Al Atw l its longitude
is 120 and its latitude is 10 Ibn Sa ld says
that a big mountain crosses this island on the
Equator the name of which is Rahun fi People say
that this was the place here Adam descended Ibn
Khordazbah says it is a lofty mountain 7 reaching

1 Malwa is at present the most southern of the Central
Provinces

2 i e al Umarl
3 The districts between Ganges and Brahmaputra
4 i e Ceylon Cf Abu l Fidii p 374
5 For the etymology and the various forms of Ceylon

Cf Cunningham pp 637 43 Mizk p 353 and Hobson Tob
son p 181

6 It must be Sumanakuta Adam s Peak
7 Tt is one of the highest mountains in the island Cf

Ibn Khordadhbeh p 64 and Ibn Batuta
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the sky which the people can see from the ships at a
distance of about twenty days journey

The Brahmans have mentioned that on this moun
tain there is the impression of Adam s foot only one
foot print imprinted in the rock and that lie took
the other step towards India and this is from there at
a distance of two or three days journey 1 The author
continues there is always a kind of lightning on
that mountain the aloes wood and all other perfumes
and aromatics are found there Also sapphires and
its other varieties are found on it and around it In
its valley there are diamonds emeralds 2 musk deer
and civet cats In the rivers of this island there is
crystal and around it in the Sea there are places
where they dive for pearls The river of this island
is highly honoured by the Hindus 1 According to
Ibn Sa id its chief town is called Aghna 4 Its
longitude is 124

The Island of Zabaj/ It is situated in the
south of first climate According to Al Atwtil
its longitude is 113 and its latitude is Zero
It is well cultivated has fields and coconuts
etc In Kitub ul Atwal it is related that the mountains
of this island are visible from the mountains of

1 The foot print is not only venerated by the Muslims but
also by the Hindus and Buddhists alike as the shri pada of Shiva
or Buddha almost every Arab traveller baa mentioned it

2 The original name of the island in Sanskrit liatna dwipa
il I 1 eor isle of gems

3 See also Sewell s Archffiol Survey of S India I 303
J hornton s Gazetteer s v Tinnevely

4 Cf Ibn Khoidadhbeh p 54 and Taawlm p 375
The text and Tagicvm p 308 372 have the reading J

Cf Mu nm nl Buldan s v
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Yaman 1 in it are mountains where a lire is always
burning and that lire can be seen on the sea from
a distance of many days journey There are big
snakes which can swallow men and buffaloes In
the sea near it there is a whirlpool a place where
water turns round and where there is danger for
the ships Ibn Khurdazbah 2 says there are huge
snakes which can swallow men and buffaloes and
elephants There grows also the camphor tree
There are trees in this island under one of which a
hundred men could sit and innumerable wonders
are to be seen in this island

The Island of Lamri 3 It is situated in the South
of the first climate According to Al Atical its
longitude is 126 and its latitude is 9 The author of
Taqwim ul Buldan writes that it is the place for log
wood and bamboo

The Island of Kcilah 4 It is situated in the
South from the first climate Its longitude accord
ing to Al Qdnrm is 130 and its latitude is Zero
The author of Taqwim ul Buldan says it is the
port on the route between Uman and China Al
Muhallabi relates that there is in it a popu
lated city in which Muslims and Non Muslims
80 live together There are lead mines and places

1 Our author confounds Zanj Zanzibar with Zabaj i e

with j
2 Cf text p 65
3 Cf Taqtvim p 375
4 Cf Taqwim p 365 Kalah or Kilali of the Arab voyagers

and Koli of Ptolemy s sea route to China is supposed to be QuecL
da a city and port ol a small kingdom on the west coast of the
Malay Peninsula See also Hobson Jobson p 750 and Van
der Lith Mcrveilles de I Inde pp 255 264
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where bamboos and camphor trees grow Between it
and the islands of Mihraj there are twenty ship tracks

The Island of Mihraj 1 According to Kitab ul Atwal
it is the Saiira Island and situated in the South of
the Equator Its longitude according to Al AUval
is 104 and its latitude in the South is 1 Ibn
Sa ld says it consists of several islands and the
ruler of them is the richest Indian prince and is
the wealthiest as regards gold and elephants The
seat of his Government is the biggest island
Al MuhallabI regards this island as one of the islands
of China and relates that it is well populated and
that when a ship sails from there to China there
appear before it extensive mountains in the
sea at a distance of ten days voyage When

the travellers reach them they find there passages
and outlets in those mountains Every one of these
passages leads to one or the other city of China
Ibn Sa ld regards Sarlra amongst the Islands of
Zabaj 2 and says that its longth from North to South
is 400 miles and its breadth in the north as well as
in the south is about 1G0 miles Sarlra is a city in
the middle of this island There is a gulf near it
but it is situated on a river

The Island of Andarabi 8

The Island of Jdvah 4 According to Taqwim
ul Buldan it is a big island famous for the abun
dance of drugs The western extremity of this island

1 Cf Taqwim p 374
2 Text Banaj
3 Al Qalqashandl copies from Taqivlm ul Buldan only the

pronunciation of the name Ch Taqwim p 568
4 i e Sumatra
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has 145 longitude and 5 latitude On the southern
side of Javah there is a city 81 called Fansur from
where Fansuii caniphor originates Its longitude is
145 and its latitude is one and a half

The Island of Sanf 1 from which the u Sanfi
Aloes wood 2 is exported It is one of the famous
islands the names of which are found in the books
Its length from the West to the East is about 200
miles but its breadth is less than that The longi
tude of the city of Sanf is 62

The Island of Qimdr 3 from which the Qimarl
aloes wood is exported which however is inferior
to the Sanfi Its chief town is Qimar the longitude
of which is GG and the latitude 2 On its Eastern
side are the Islands of China

The IsWid of Rami 4 According to Ibn Khirdaz
bah 5 there are rhinoceros and buffaloes in this island
which have no tails and log wood bakkam is found
there In its jungles there live naked people whose
language cannot be understood and whose speech is
whistling They are afraid of people The length of
each man is four spans The men have small penises
and the women small pudendas The hair of their
heads are downy and red They climb upon the
trees with their hands

In an island of that sea there live white people
who can overtake the ships swimming even when

1 Cf Taqwim p 369 for the identification see Hobnon
Johson p 183

2 Cf Halation T 18 Ships then proceed to the place
Sanf from this place is exported he aloes wood called Sanf
Ibn Khirdadhbeh p 68

3 Taqwim 369 Ibn Khirdadhbeh p 66 68
4 i e Sumatra
5 Cf text ed de Geoje p 65
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the ships are speeding very fast They exchange
iron with ambar which they carry in their mouths 1

In another island there live black people who
eat people alive 2 And there is also in one of the
islands of this sea a mountain the clay of which
when put into fire becomes silver 3

CHAPTER II
About the Animals of India

The author of Masalik nl Absar mentions on the
authority of Sheikh Mubarak ul Anbatl that there are
two kinds of horses in India Arabian and pack
horses 4 Most of them are not worthy of praise for
this reason horses are imported to India from the
neighbouring countries of the Turks The thorough
bred Arabian horses are imported from Bahrain
Yaman and Iraq If there are Arabian horses in the
interior of India their price is very dear but such are
only few 82 When they stay in India for a long
time their leg s become weak 6

They have also mules and donkeys but they
dis like to ride them Even the jurists faqlh and the
learned men do not approve of riding a mule 6 To
ride a donkey is regarded by them as a great insult

1 This description is almost identical with that
given by Reinaud Relation p 8 and Idrlsl I 76 for the
island Lankabalus

2 i e they are anthropophagi
3 According to Relation p 9 and Idrlsl p 79 this

mountain is situated in the island of Jiilus
4 Birclaun plur baradin or barudln
5 It is a well known fnct that the horses deteriorate in

India e g the ankles of the Arabian horses become weak on
account of the nature of the soil

6 Contrary to the custom in other Islamic countries
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and a 1 disgrace The noblemen carry their loads 011
horse back but common people carry them on bul
locks above the nose and they have many of them

There are a few camels which only the Kings
and his followers such as Khans Amirs Wazirs and
other great people of the Government posess

In the country there are numberless pasturing
cattle such as buffaloes cows goats and sheep Their

rt

domestic birds are the hen,the pigeon the goose and
this is Of the most inferior kind etc Their hen is
as big as a goose

The animals in the country are elephants k,nd
rhinoceros 2 They have already been mentioned in
the discourse about the beasts which the author is re
quired to discuss in the first Maqala Besides it there
are innumerable other animals

i r l iJ I CHAPTER III
About the Corn Fruits Aromatic Plants

1 r
Vegetables etc

As regards the corns it has been related on the
authority of Sheikh Mubarak ul Anbatl that they

s i r1 i e on the fore head In the text l J O
literally nose then fore part of anything The load is put on
the back of the bullock and hound by means of a strap round the
fore head which is made to carry the whole weight The editor

suggests the reading instead of i but this conjec
ture is not necessary

2 Cf the description of the Karkadann hindi gainda
genda from Sansk 7 an da or gandaka in Ibn Bat Ill 100 On
Mzik p 28 at that time this adimal was familiar in the western
Himalayas and also in the forests around Peshawar
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have twenty one kinds of rice there The other kinds
of corn are wheat barley peas lentils mash 1 loblya 2
and sesame 3 But broad beans ful are not found in
their country The author of Masali/c ul Absar
remarks probably they are not found because the
Indians are a wise people and the beans according to
them harm the essence of the intellect That is why
the Sabians too have forbidden the eating of beans

As regards the fruits there are figs grapes in
small quantity pomegranates of every kind sweet
bitter sour etc bananas peaches Jchaukh mulber
ries called firscid 83 There are also other fruits
the like of which are not found in Egypt and Syria
e jejube and the like of it and quince 4 in small
quantity pears and apples are very rare but both
of them and quince are imported to it Of the best
fruits they have coconut t rdnij which is called by
them narjil the common people call it Indian Nut
There are green 5 and yellow melons 6 cucumber
khiydr cucumber qiththa 7 and pumpkin Of the
sour fruits they have utruj llmtin llm s and naranj 9

1 A kind of pulse Phaseolus ratiatus Roxb cf Hobson
Jobson s v

2 A kind of small bean Vigna Catjang Endl
3 i e Sesamum indicum
4 Cydonia Vulgaris
5 i e water melon called tarbiiz in Hindustani
6 Ordinary melons in Hindustani Kharbilza
7 There are many varieties of cucumber and it is difficult

to say to which particular cucumber the author refers
8 These three names are varieties of Citrus medica The

varieties are

a 7 nt Citron
b LtOTK lemon
c Lwn lime

9 Naranj is orange i e Citrus aurantium Risso
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As regards the Tamarind there is the Indian
Tamarind which is abundant in the deserts

As regards the vegetables the Sugar cane is
extremely abundant 111 that country One of its
varieties is black and hard to chew but this is the
best for sucking and not for crushing This
is not found in any other country Plenty of sugar
is made out of the remaining kinds viz sugar candy
etc but it does not crystalise and is rather like
white flour 1

The vegetables are Turnip carrot pumpkin
Badinjan asparagus ginger garden beet onion and
fum i e garlic fennel thyme

As regards the aromatic plants there are roses
nilofor 2 violets ban 3 Egyptian willow narcissus
Jasmine f ghiya i e the blossom of Henna Besides
this they have honey in abundance and sesame oil
which they use for light Oil is imported into the
land Candles are not found except in the houses
of the Kings and none is allowed to use them 1 he
sweet meats are of sixty five kinds Fruit drinks be
varages and foods are of so many kinds that they
can hardly be found elsewhere

Among the master craftsmen there are workmen
who prepare swords bows spears coats of mail and
other kinds of weapons further goldsmiths makers

1 For details see Hobson Jobson s v sugar p 862 where
many quotations from the literature are given See further for
the agriculture manufacture etc of the sugar cane Noel Deerr
Cane Sugar London 1921 and Francis Maxwell Economic
Aspects of Cane Sugar Production London 1927

2 i e Euryale ferox Salisb With lovely flowers of
violet blue or bright red colour

3 A species of moringa
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of gold thread and other masters 841 The Sultan
has an embroidery house in Delhi in which there are
four thousand workers in silk who prepare different
kinds of embroidered royal robes and other clothes
Moreover cloth is imported from China Iraq and
Alexanderia

CHAPTER IV
About Coins Measures and Weights 1

Introductory remark Until recent years the two
most widely used coins in Muslim countries were the
dinar and the u dirhavi The same coins appear

to have been introduced in the newly conquered
countries by the Muslims These coins in India were
succeeded by the tanga and the jl/af till the
latter gave place to the rupee and the pe/W

Sultan Shamsuddln Iltutmish 1211 36 A D first
introduced an Arabic coinage but maintained the
older system of division of the silver tanga of 175
grains into copper coins on a quarternary scale of
division This scale was maintained with minor
changes In the time of Sultan Mohammad Tughlaq

1325 51 A D the following coins were current
Yaganl ljltal According to Mr Thomas kani

is a measure in Telegu It means
1/64 or one quarter of a sixteenth
But this is incorrect In reality it is
the Persian particle gan added to
numerals and the finals signifies holder
or container as we have e g in English
fiver and tenner or in german

1 Mu amalftt liter Commercial transactions The Mu
amalat form a fixed chapter in Masdlik ul AbSar and have been
taken over by Qalqashandl
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Fiinfer and Sechser Cf also Journ
and Proceed of the As Soc of Bengal
Vol XXV 1929 No 2 Numisin Suppl
XLH pp 46 54 article 290

2 g ani Do ganl or Saltan This was intro
duced by Sultan Mohammad Tughlaq

6 ganI Shash gani 3/4 of Hasht ganl
8 ganI Hasht ga nI

12 ganI Dawazdah ganI
1G gani Shanzdah g anI
64 gani 1 tanga of 175 grains

The YaganI exchanged against 4 copper u fals
and 256 copper coins amounted to one tanga

Soon after his accession Mohammad Tughlaq in
troduced a gold dinar of 200 gr and re introduced
an adali of 140 grains The latter exchanged
against 50 kanis according to Firishta Firuz Shah
1351 88 A D introduced 10 24and 48 g anl pieces as

well as subdivisions of the YaganI
In Tabaqat i Akbarl mention is made of the red

tanga the gold coin the white tanga silver coin
and of the black tanga The last contained silver
and copper and weighed about 32 ratls Tbn Batuta
speaks of the silver tanga of 175 as dinar and of the
adali tanga of 140 grains as dirham i dinar He

makes no mention of the black tanga The Hasht
ganl is the coin meant by Ibn Batuta when he speaks
of the dirham According 1 to Edward Thomas the
black tanga corresponded with the Shash ganI or
sixer coin of Mohammad Tughlaq

There appears to have been no uniformity
in the standards of weights and measures in India
which differed according to the locality as well
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as the article to be weighed or measured The coins
used at the time were also measures of weight
That accounts for the pains taken by the state to
maintain the purity and the weight of thecoins

According to Ibn Batuta the mann of Delhi was
equal in weight to 25 rati of Egypt and the French
translator of Ibn Batuta has calculated that as equal
to 28 78 lbs avoirdupois See E Thomas Chronicles of
the Pathan Kings of Delhi p 102 and note Accor
ding to the author of Masalik ul Absar the mann of
Delhi was equal to 70 mithqals Taking a mithqal
to be equal to 72 grains a sir would weigh 29
tolas and 2 mashas or 5040 grains a maund would
be equal to 13 modern seers or 28 8 lbs avoirdu
pois

As regards their standard money Sheikh Muba
rak ul Anbatl says that there are four kinds of dirham
with which they transact business

1 The Hasht ganI Dirham is of the standard
weight of the coined dirham as used in
Egypt Its current value is the same as
that of the Egyptian dirham there is
hardly a difference between them The
mentioned HashtganI has eight Jltals 1 and
each Jltal has four small copper coins
fitlus So an HashtganI consists of
thirty two copper coins

2 The Sultarii Dirham which is called
Dog nV 2 is one fourth of the Egyptian

1 Hind jital is an old Indian copper coin now entirely
obsolete According to Mi E Thomas s calculations it was 1/64
of the silver Tanga and it was therefore just the equivalent of
the modern pice Of Hobson Jobson s v Jeetul p 457

2 Instead of 5 of the text which the editor did not

understand I read i e the coin which is in two parts
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dirham Every Sultanl Dirham has two
Jltals so half of the Sultanl Dirham is
called u o ie Jltal

3 The Shashganl Dirham 1 is three fourth of
the Hashtganl Dirham Its value is that
of three Sultanl Dirhams

4 The Dawazdahgani 2 Dirham Its current
value is also three fourth of the Ilashtqanl
Dirham so that it is like Shashganl
Then eight Hashtganl Dirhams are called
Tanga 3

As regards gold they weigh it by mitliqal
Every three mithqals are called Tanga The
gold Tanga Is known as Red Tanga and the
Silver Tanga is known as White Tanga Every
100,000 Tangas whether of gold or of silver are called
Lukk lakh

1 Shashganl i e the Dirham which is in sixths

2 Instead of I read i e theDirham which is divided into twelvths
3 Although it has been suggested to derive Tanga from

Chagatai tanga or tanka meaning white just as certain silver
coins are called by the Greeks aspri by the Turks aqclie etc
which words signify white the obvious derivation of the
word is Sanskrit tanka a weight of silver a stamped coin
The word in the forms tanga and tanka is in all dialects laxly
used for money in general Wilson The tanga was during
the 13th and the first part of the 14th century substantially
identical with the rupee of later days Of Hobson Jobson s v
Tanga p 896 Rupee p 774

4 Lakh is one hundred thousand and implies in modern
times usually rupees The origin of the word is Sanskrit lakslia
which appears to have originally meant a mark But the
word does not occur in the earlier Sanskrit and is the substitute
for prayuta Many illustrative quotations from the literature
are given in Hobson Jobson s v Lack p 500
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However the gold lukk is called u llcd Lukk and
silver lukk is called White Lukk 1

The rati 2 is known among them as sir 3 the
weight of which is seventy mithqals i e 10
Egyptian Dirhams Every forty sir 4 are equal
to one fflami 8 They sell all things by weight
Measurement hail is unknown to them

CHAPTER V
About the Rates

The author of Masdlik ul Absdr has mentioned
the rates of India in his time quoting from QadT 1
Qudat Sirajuddln al Hindl and others He relates
that a maid servant s price in Delhi does not exceed
eight Tangas and those who are fit for service as well
as for conjugal purposes cost fifteen tangas Outside
Delhi they are still cheaper QadT Sirajuddln narra
ted that he once bought a coquettish slave nearing

1 But the dinar of gold was equivalent to 10 silver
dinars Thus the ratio of gold to silver value was 1 10

2 rati is the Arabic Pound Cf Encyclop of Islam
s v

3 Instead of in the Arabic text read It
weighs 70 mit hqals The word Hind ser Sanskrit setak is
one of the most familiar Indian denominations of weight
though it varies widely in different parts of the country
The ser now is generally equivalent to 80 tolas Cf Hobson
Jobson s v Seer p 807

4 The same mistake in the Arabic text which shows
that fche editor did not understand the word sir

5 Mann is the same word as Greek mna Latin mina
etc Tt is of Semitic origin belonging to the Babylonian branch
The mann was equal to two pounds of the standard of Baghdad
or about 256 dirhams The Anglo Indianised form is Maund
Hind man Mahr man The values of the ware have greatly
varied The Indian Maund is nowadays of forty sers
Cf Hobson Jobsons v Maund p 563
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puberty for four Dirhains He continues Tn
spite of this cheapness there are Indian maid
servants whose price amounts to twenty thousand
tan gas or more on account of their beauty Mnd grace

It is related on the authority of Sheikh Mubarak
ul Anbatl who lived before 730 a H that the
average rates at that time were 1 one and a
half Hasht gani Dirhams for one mann of wheat and
one Hasht gani for one mann of barley and If Hasht
gani for one mann of rice except the famous kinds
which were dearer than this Peas were two mann for
one Hasht gani Four Astar 1 of beef and mutton for
one Sultani Dirham Two Hasht ganl for a pair
of ducks Four pairs of hen for one Hasht gani 861
Five sirs of sugar for one Hash aganl A nice fat
goat for one tanga i e eight Hasht gani Dirhams
and a nice cow for two tangas e sixteen Hasht
gani Dirham and sometimes even less and similar
was the price of a buffalo

Pigeons sparrows and other kinds of birds were
very cheap The kinds of animals and birds for
game are many What they mostly en t is the flesh
of cow and goat though they have many sheep
because they have become accustomed to it

It has been reported in Masalik ul Absar on
the authority of Khujandl who says land my three

1 Astar was a measure of weight equal to 4i mithqals
But here Astar is used for the sir used in Delhi for according to
Ibn Batuta the Astar was equal in weight to 2 i rati of the
Barbary states a Barbary rati being 25 heavier than the
Egyptian rati One Astiir would therefore be 1/8 of the Delhi
maund or 3 6 lbs in weight
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friends ate beef bread and melted butter 1 for one
jltal in some places of Delhi till we were satisfied
A Jltal is equal to four pice fulus ms has been
mentioned above

CHAPTER VI
About the Routes Leading to the Countries of Sindh

and India
Know you that there are several routes to this

country
1 The route by the sea The route from the

Egyptian coast has already been mentioned
in the discourse about the track leading to
Yaman From Suez Tur Qusair and Aizab
to Aden in Yaman on this sea and from
Aden one sails in the Indian Sea which
is connected with the Red Sea to the coast
of India and Sindh and comes to any place
on those coasts

2 The route by the Persian gulf In the dis
course about Iran the route from Aleppo
to Baghdad and from Baghdad to Basra has
already been mentioned Ibn Khordazbeh
says 87 From Basrah to Abbadan 12
farsakhs then to Khashabat 2 2 farsakhs and
from there one sails in the Persian gulf

1 This rectified butter which is universally used through
out India is Hind qhl Sanskr ghrita A detailed account of its
preparation is found in Watt Diet of Economic Products of
India Vol Ill 491 S qq or a short one in English Cyclopaedia
Arts and Sciences s v

2 Wood works in leagues left dry by the low tide
between Abbiidan and the sea They served as a light house
to warn the mariners Cf Abu l Fida Taqwlm p 309 Le Strange
p 49
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He who wants to go by land to Sindh and India
crosses this Sea up to Hurmuz the city of Karman 1
and from there he reaches Sindh then India and
China

He who wants to cjo by water travels as Ibn
Khordazbeh writes from Ubullat ul Basra on the
Ubullah canal 2 to the Island of Kharik in the
Persian gulf 3 IX farsakhs from thereto the island
of Laban 4 80 farsakhs then to the island of
Abrun 5 7 farsakhs then to the island of Khayn 7
farsakhs then to the island of Kaysh 7 farsakhs
then to the island of Abarkawan 6 18 farsakhs
then to the island Ormuz 7 7 farsakhs then to
Bar 8 7 days journey this is the boundary between
Persia and Sindh Then to Daybul 8 days then
to the mouth of Mihran Indus into the Sea 2
farsakhs then from Mihran to Bakln the first

1 The province of the Kirman lies in the East of Fars
the city of Hurmuz on the coast

2 cf Le Strange p Eastern Caliphate 44,46 47

3 cf Le Strange p 261 Read 1 f r
4 This island with its variants Lawan Allan or Lan must

he the present island of Shaykh Shu ayb cf Le Strange p 261

5 The modern Hindarahl
6 Abarkafan and Abarkuman now called Kishm is a big

island also known as Jazirah Tawllah cf Le Strange p 261
7 East of Kishm belonging to Kirman cf Le Strange p

292,295

8 Al Qalqashandl text of Ibn Khordadhbeh p 62

variant but probably one must read Tlz
9 Ibn Khordadhbeh Outakln cf A Sprenger Beise

routen p 91 see also Idrlsl I 160,170,171
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place in India 4 days then to the tribe of the Mayd 1
2 farsakhs then to Kull 2 2farsakhs then to Sindan
18 farsakhs then to Malay 3 5 days then to Bullln
2 days Then the way diverges in the Sea

One who follows the coast line from Bullln to
Bas 4 2 days then to Sinjill 5 and Kabshakan 6 2
days then to the mouth of the Kudafarid 7 3 far
sakhs then to Kaylakan 8 2 days from there to

1 The text has Mand this name is variously written
mand mind med rner etc The Arab geographers describe the
Mayd as a brave and robber tribe living in Lower Sind in parti
cular on the banks of the Mihran upto the sea They seem to be
identical with the Medi and Mandrueni of the classical writers cf
Cunningham p 332 33 They were also pirates on the seashore
and captured the ship with the Muslim girls whom the King of
Ceylon had sent to al Hajjaj cf Prof Mohd Habib Isl Culture
III 87

2 Text Kill
3 Malay is an island cf Idrlsl I 172 near Kaulam

the whole coast was called Mallbar So Kaulam is also named
Kaulam Malay

4 The text and Sprenger p 81 have Bas De Goeje reads
Bapattan cf p 63 note g which can be identified with Bali
apatam V d Lith Aja ibul Hind p 281 calls it Jarfattan
Ibn Batuta IV 82 zurfattan See also Mzik p 297

5 Sinjill is Shinkali cf Ibn Khordiidbeh p 63 note g
6 Ibn Khordadhbeh p 63 note i

7 The text has j jr according to Ibn
Khordadhbeh p 63 I read j It is the river
Godavarl which has its source in Brahmagiri situated 20 miles
from Nasik and is the Maisolos of Ptolemy At the beginning of
its Delta there lies the city of Dantapura the ancient capital of
Kalinga Cf Cunningham p 592 the map No XIII p 602 and
Geograph Diet by Nando Lai Dey

8 Idrlsl
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Samahdar 1 and from Samandar to Uslr 2 12 farsakhs
then to Ablna 4 days 3 88

And one who wants to go to China turns aside
from Bullln leaving Sarandib at his left then from
the Island of Sarandib to the Island of Lankbalus 4
about 10 or 15 days then to the Island of Kilah 5
C days then on the left hand appears the Island of
Balus 6 in 2 days then in 15 days the land where
the spices grow

CHAPTER VII
About the Kings of India

7 A number of them are infilels and their names
are non Arabic we need not mention them here so we
leave them As regards the times under Islam the
first whe began the conquest of India were the Banu
Subuktigln the kings of Ghazna who have been men
tioned iu connection with the country of Khwarizni
and Qabjaq and the lands adjacent to it

1 This town is situated on the Ganges The bay of Bengal
begins from here

2 According to Ibn Kbordfidhbeh p 64 and Idrlsl p 185
Uranshln resp Urshln which is the modern Orissa cf Cun

ingham p 584
3 The text has after this then to Sarandib 2 days

J his sentence seems to have been misplaced

4 i e Nicobar
5 This is probably Qedda
6 So in the text but Cf Van der Lith Merveilles

p 263 who identities it with Baros See also Ibn Khor
dadhbeh ed de Goeje text p 66 note f and transl p 46 note 3

7 Lacuna in the text the editor suggests to readi

ed 1 L
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Yanun ud Daula wa Amln ul Millah 1 Mahmud
bin Subuktigln 9 conquered the city of Bhatiya 8 a
well fortified city with high ramparts beyond Multan
in the year 39G 4 Then he proceeded against Baida 6
a king of India but he fled away to his fortress 0 of
Kalinjar Mahmud besieged him there till the king
made peace with him on the payment of a huge
tribute He took the money and invested the king
with the robe of honour The king wanted to be ex
cused from wearing the belt round his waist but he
was not excused so he put on the belt unwillingly

In 451 Ibrahim bin Mas ud 7 conquered many
castles in India 89 Then came the Grhori dynasty 8
in G hazna In 547 Shihabuddln Abul Muzaffar
Muhammad b Sam b al Husain al Ghori conquered
the city of Lahore 9 and captured many other cities
after that He persecuted their rulers so much as

1 This is the full title bestowed upon him in 389 Cf Dr
Mohd Nazim Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna p 45

2 Ruled 387 421 A H 997 1030 A D Cf the above
mentioned book of Dr Mhd Nazim

3 i e Bhatinda For its identification see Mohd Nazim
pp 197 202

4 According to Abu l Fida and Ibn ul Athlr IX 130 in the
year 395 for the date of the expedition Cf Nazim loc cit p 202

5 Ganda Raja of Kalinjar 1022 23 See Nazim pp 110 11

6 I follow Abu l Fida and read instead of iZhj
7 He ruled 1059 1098 and conquered Ajodhan the

present Pak Pattan and the fort of Rupal
8 For the Ghorides Cf Defremery Histoire des Sultans

Ghourides Journ Asiat 1843 also Tabaqat i Nasiri Transla
tion by Major Raverby London 1873 81 Bibl Ind p Ill
Sqq 347 Sqq 358 Sqq

9 i e in the year 1186 A D
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none of the Islamic Kings hud ever done before
him and so he got mastery over the country of India
Shihabuddln assigned the city of Delhi which was
the capital of India to his slave Qutbuddln Aibak
Aibak sent out his armies and they took possession
of places in India where never before a Muslim had
entered till they came near the frontier of China

After this Shihabuddln Muhammad conquered 1
Nehrwala 3 also in the year 597 The Muslim Kings
continued their conquests in India till Mohammad
b Tughlaq Shah came in the time of Al Malik an
Nasir Mohammad b Qala un the Governor of Egyp
tian Provinces His authority became strong in
India the number of his army rose and he pursued
the conquests till he had conquered the greatest part
of India

According to Masalik ul Absar Sheikh Mubarak
ul Anbatl relates The first place which was conquer
ed was the country of Tilink 3 It is an extensive
province with many villages the number of which is
nine hundred thousand and nine hundred Then the
province of Jajnagar 4 was conquered which has seven
ty big cities all situated on the sea coast Its sources
of revenue are pearls different kinds of cloth pier
fumes and scents Then he conquered the province

1 This statement is not quite correct Mohammad inva
ded Gujerat in 1178 cf Cambr Hist of India Vol Ill p 93
but was defeated The country was again attacked in 1195 by
Aibak his deputy in Tndia and Anhilvara was plundered Cf
p 43/44 A third time it was invaded in the year 1198 Cf
p 44

2 Name of a province and its capital in Gujerat
3 Tilinga or Tilangana in the East Deccan it was con

quei ed in the year 1323 Cf Cambr History TIT 131
4 Jajnagar situated on the banks of the Mahamuddi was

he capital of Orissa Cf Cambr Hist III p 13li
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of Laknauti 1 which had been the seat of nine kings
Then he conquered the province of Devagir, also
known as Dakln 3 It has 84 strong hill forts It is
related on the authority of Sheikh Burhanuddln Abu
Bakr bin al Khallal al Bazi that there are one crore
and two lakh villages in it Then he conquered the
province of Dursamand 4 where Sultan Bilal Deo and
five infidel kings reigned Then he conquered the
Province of Ma bar It is a big district having nine
ty ports on the sea coast Perfumes muslin lanis
various kinds of cloth and other beautiful things
are its sources of revenue 1901

It has been mentioned that on account of the
conquests he got such overwhelming wealth that the
hearer can hardly believe it It is related on the
authority of Burhanuddln Abu Bakr bin Khallal
that he besieged a king on the frontiers of Deogir
The king requested him to desist from the siege on
the condition that he should send to him mules to
carry his treasures When he inquired about the
amount of his wealth the king replied There have
been seven kings before me and each of them had

1 The district between the Ganges and Brahmaputra
2 Deogir in the N W corner of the state of Hyderabad

Sultan Muhammad made it his capital and changed its name
into Dawlatabad Cf also p 30

3 In the text J Deccan Hind Dakliina Prakr dak
khina fiom Sankr dakshina the south is a general geographical
expression for the country south of Nerbudda

4 i e Dwarasamudra Dvilravatlpura situated in the
district Hassan in Mysore Cf Hobson Jobson s v

5 This is Vlra Ballfila 111 the Raja of Dursamand who
rebelled against the Muslims but was defeated and slain by
Damaghan Shah Of Cambr Hist III I 16 118 149 372 485
Sqq Jbn Bat TV 195 97 gives an account on his defeat Cf also
Southern India and her Mohammedan rnvaders by Aiyangar
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seven thousand vast cisterns full of money He
consented to that and sealed those cisterns with
his own name and left them where they were Then
he acknowledged his title to that kingdom in his
name ordering him to stay with him and appointing
him as Viceroy in that country

It is related on the authority of All bin Masrur
Uqaill an Arab of Bahrain who heard it from
different sources that this Sultan conquered a city
which had a small lake In the middle of it there
was a house which was venerated by them and where
they used to go with their offerings Whenever an
offering was brought there it was thrown in that
small lake So he removed the water from it and
took the gold that was in it This gold was loaded on
200 elephants and one thousand Oxen etc which is
beyond belief He obtained incalculable wealth and
so did his followers

Sheikh Tajuddln bin Abi l Mujahid as Samar
qandl relates that the Sultan once got angry
with one of his Khans because he used to drink wine
so he arrested him and confiscated his property The
amount of the gold which was found with him was
one million and thirty seven thousand mithqals i e
forty three thousand and seventy Qintdr although
he used to give away a good deal of money

Ibn al Haklm at Tayyari relates that once a man
offered him books thereupon the king gave him a
handful of pearls which were worth twenty thousand
gold mithqals Ash Sharif as Samarqandi relates
that once a man brought twenty two yellow melons

1 A weight of 46 oz of gold or 1200 dinars
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which he had got from Bukhara The king order
ed three thousand gold coins to be given to him
91 Sheikh Abu Bakr bin Abi l Hasan al Multanl
relates that he heard about him i e the Sultan that
he did not speak of his gifts which were less than
three thousand Mithqals This among other gifts
which cannot be imagined

The Chief Justice Sirajuddln al Hindi relates
that in spite of his numerous donations and generous
gifts and the expenditure on his troops and army he
did not spend half the revenue of his country

I say then after Mohammad Shah 1 a relative
of his Sultan named Firuz Shah 2 was set over the
throne of this country and reigned for about forty
years The kingdom passed from one to the other of
the descendants till Timarlang came and conquered
Delhi 3 and plundered it Then after him the power
came back to a ruler of the royal family whose
name was Mahmud Khan 4 he governs there to the
present day In Deogir there is quite a different
king these days His name is Sultan Ghiyath
uddln 0

1 Euled 725 752 A H 1324 1351 A D
2 Euled 752 790 A H 1351 1388 A D
3 At the end of December 1398 A D
4 After the departure of Timur the whole of Northern

India fell into a state of disorder and wus split up into small
principalities In 1401 Mahmud returned to Delhi but the
glory of Delhi was gone and the provinces had rebelled
He ru led from 392 94 and then from 1399 141

5 The statement about Dawlatabad is wrong Probably
Ghiyathuddin Bahmani is meant
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CHAPTER VIII
About the army of this country and officers

of the Government
According to the informations in Masalik

ul Absar about the rule of Sultan Mohammad
Tughlaq Shall 1 on the authority of Sheikh Mubarak ul

Anbati and others
It is related that his army consists of 900,000

horsemen a part of them are at His Majesty s court
others are scattered in the whole country His
Diwan provides for the means of subsistence for all
of them 2 The army consists of Turks Khitais 3
Persians Indians and people of various nations
All of them have branded horses excellent weapons
and are elegant in appearance The officers of his
army are the Khans Maliks 4 Amirs Sipah Salars 5
and then the ranks

1 Died 752 A H 135l A D I n Batuta gives an
interesting account on his rule Cf Ill 215 sqq Mzik p 107

sqq

2 For cf Dozy 1,190S Kliita or Cathay denotes in the 14th and 15th centuries
the northern part of China while Sin the southern part was China
itself The name Khita is taken from the tribe Khitay who
reigned at Peking during the 10th and 11th centuries

4 Malik means not only king but also prince and
is used as a title of Dozy 11,614 In mediaeval India it denoted
a military rank Cf Ibn Bat Ill 146 even now a days this
title is found

5 In the text Sipah Salar is the command
er actually j JL alw Senior of the army It was also

v a title given e q to Qutbuddin Aibak who conquerred Delhi
Here however this word does not denote such a high rank
hut seems to mean simply a junior military officer as it becomes

clear from the following passage
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92 He relates that in the Sultan s service
there are eighty Khans or more and that each of
them has followers according to his rank The Khan
has ten thousand horsemen the Malik one thousand
the Amir one hundred and the Sipah Salar less than
that None of the Sipah Salars are considered worthy
to be near the Sultan but they can be appointed as
Valis or to posts equal to the rank of Vali The
Sultan has ten thousand Turkish slaves and ten
thousand eunuchs one thousand cash holders 1 and one
thousand Bashmaqdars 2 He has two lakhs of Stirrup 3
slaves who wear weapons accompany him always
and fight on foot in front of him The whole army is
exclusively attached to the Sultan and his Diwan
pays them even those who are in the service of
the Khans and Maliks and Amirs Fiefs cannot be
given to them by their masters as it is the custom in
Egypt and Syria

As regards the officers of the State who are
the Masters of the Sword he has a Chief Lieuten

ant na ib 4 who is called Amriyat 5 in their bingu
1 Khizandcir cf also Subh Vol V p 62
2 Bashmaqdnr is a Turkish word composed with Pers

dar Bashmaq means shoe in Turkish hashmaqdiir is there
fore one who is in charge of the shoes or horse shoes of the
Sultan Cf Subh V 459 In Turkish bashviaqliq is a kind of
pin money a revenue assigned in Turkey to the mother of the
Sultan from conquered cities or also imperial crown lands
In spite of the preceding khizandar revenues are not meant here

3

4 lie was known as na ib ul mullc or simply na ib Cf
Subh V 453 The officer under the Mughals was known as the
Vakil but no precedence appears to have been given to the
na ib under the Delhi Sultans

5 I do not find this word Elsewhere the v title of
this officer is walcil dar or amlr dar
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age and four Na ibs under him who are known
as Shaqq 1 The Sultan has Chamberlains and other
officers Amongst the Masters of the pen he has
a great Vazir who has four Secretaries kuttab us sirr
who are called Dabiran in their tongue To every
one of them about three hundred scribes are allotted

As regards the judicial officers he has the Chief
Justice who is a man of great dignity a muhtasib 3
and a Shaykhush Shuyukh 4 The Sultan has also
twelve hundred physicians

Besides these he has one thousand falconers
bazdar 1 who carry the birds of prey for hunting

while riding the horses and three thousand drivers
who obtain the game five hundred courtiers nadlm
and two hundred musicians besides his one thousand
slaves who are specially trained for music one thou
sand poets of fine taste and wit in Arabic Persian
and Hindi His Diwan pays all these as Ions as they
are men of spotless purity and chastity in public
and private life 93

1 I do not find this word used as a title But Cf Dozy
I 772 cela se dit d un homme tr6s Eminent incompara
ble qui surpasse tons les autres Shaqq means fissure or
division It was used of an administrative division and the

officer was known as Shaqqdilr
2 Cf G Wiet Les secretaires de la chancellerie en Bgypte

sous les mamlouks circuassiens in Melanges Rene Basset I
Paris 1923 pp 271,314

3 Censor of public morals and Inspector of markets It
devolves upon him al amr bil marUf wan nahy an il munkar
Cf Qalgashandi Vol V 451

4 Probably the office corresponded to that of the Grand
Mufti vender the Ottomans or Mameluks in Egypt

5 Cf Subh V 469
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CHAPTER IX
About the Dress of the people in this country

With regard to the dress of the Masters of tiie
sword 1 Sheikh Mubarak ul Anbatl relates that the
dress of the Sultan Khans Maliks and the other
Army Officers are Tartaric gowns 2 Taklawat 3 and
Islamic Qabas 4 of Khwarizm buckled in the middle
of the body 5 and short turbans 6 which do not
exceed five or six fore arms dim 1 Their dress is
of baycuV and Jukh s

It is related on the authority of Ash Sharif
Nasiruddin Mohammad Al Husaini Al Adami that
their usual dress is gold embroidered Tartaric gowns 9
some of them wear gold embroidered sleeves and

1 Viz the army officers
2 The text has but read j j J2 cf Dozy I 141
3 A kind of dress worn in India by the Emirs Cf

Dozy I 149
4 Originally a Persian dress i e a gown with full sleeves

Cf Dozy Dictionnaire desVfitment p 352 sqq and Dozy IT 307
The Portuguese writers of the 16th century apply it to the
surcoat or long tunic of muslin which is a common nativ
garment of the better classes in India Cf Hobson lohson
s v Cabaya p 137 The word is not now used in India

5 For this expression Cf Dozy I 376
6 Cf W Bjorkman s v Turban in Encyclop of

Islam Vol IV p 885 sqq
7 Arabic min al bnyddh It may also mean of white

colour but here it seems to have a special meaning denoting
the material Cf also Dozy I 134

8 Arabic Jillch Cf Dozy I 230 The word furthermore
denotes a special kind of dress Cf Dozy Dictionnaire des
V6tments pp 127 131

9 In the Arabic text again2b p which shows that the
editor did not understand this word
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others put the embroidery between their shoulders
like the Mughals Their head dress is four cornered
in shape ornamented with jewels and mostly inlaid
with diamonds and rubies They plait their hair in
hanging 1 locks as it used to be done in the beginning
of the Turkish rule in Egypt and Syria except that
they put silk tassels in the locks They bind gold
and silver belts tightly round their waists and wear
shoes and spurs and do not girt the swords round
their waists except when on a journey

The dress of the Vazirs and the Katibs is like
that of the soldiers except that they have no belts
But sometimes they let down a piece of cloth in
front of them as the Sufis do

The Judges and the learned men Culama wear
ample gowns farajiydt 1 that resemble Janadlyat 2
and arabic garments 3

It is related on the authority of QadI Sirajuddln
al Hindl that none among them wears cotton clothes

1 Cf Dozy Diet Des Vetments p 327 sqq
2 The Arabic text has I which gives no meaning

also the conjecture Cj jjJ hamis converture de cheval Cf Dozy

I 224 does not fit in here So I read singular
a striped stuff manufactured at Janad Cf Yaqut Mu jam

ul Buldtin ed Wiistenfeld Vol II p 127 and then a gown
made of this stuff According to AzraqI p 175 line 9 and 10
the best kind of the iwas made at Janad in Yaman For
S cf Lane s v and Dozy Diet des V6tm p 135 36 In
my opinion therefore only the gowns of Janad can be meant
here

3 durraa a garment opening in front and buttoned is
an Arab cloth like the J aba originally Persian Cf Dozy I
434 and Diet des V6tem 177 81
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imported from Russia and Alexanderia except he
whom the Sultan clothes with it Their dress is
made of tine cotton which surpasses the Baghdad
one in beauty They do not use draped and gold
embriodered saddles except those to whom the Sultan
presents them 94

CHAPTER X
About the allowances of the Officials in this Country

With regard to the Army it has been related
011 the authority of Shaykh Mubarak ul Anbatl that
land is assigned to the Khans Maliks Amirs and
Sipah Salars by the Diwan as their fiefs

It has been mentioned that the fief of the
Chief Lieutenant called Amriyat is a territory as
big as Iraq Every Khan receives two lakh Tangas

one lakh is equal to one hundred thousand and
one Tanga is worth eight Dirhams Every Malik
receives from sixty to fifty thousand Tangas
every Amir from fourty to thirty thousand Tangas
the Sipah Salars twenty thousand Tangas or
nearly so much every soldier from ten thousand
to one thousand Tangas the royal pages from five
thousand to one thousand Tangas along with food
clothes and the fodder for horses provided by the
Sultan Each royal slave receives monthly ten
White Tangas two maims of wheat and rice

and three Astar of meat every day and four suits
of dress every year

As regards the Masters of the pen 1 the Wazir
has a great territory like Iraq as his fief Each of the
four private Secretaries has a coastal town port with

1 i e state functionaries in the Imperial Secretariats
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a large income and the Chief secretaries have villages
and estates Some of them have liftv villages The
Chief Justice known as Sadr i Jihan has ten villages
the revenue of which amounts to about sixty thou
sand Tangas The Shaykh ush Shuyukh receives the
same The Muhtasib has one town the income of
which is about eight thousand Tangas

As regards other Government Officers it lias been
mentioned that some of the courtiers nadlm have
two villages others only one Every one of them re
ceives from forty to thirty or twenty thousand Tangas
according to his rank along with suits of clothes
robes of honour and provision for subsistance The
allowances of others may be calculated accordingly

CHAPTER XI
About the Organization of Affairs in this country

The organization of the affairs varies according
to the conditions of the Sultan

As regards duty there are two kinds of duties
The first of them is the daily duty livery day the
table is laid in the royal palace and twenty thousand
people like Khans Maliks Amirs Sipah Salars and
the Chief persons of the army take their food there
A special table is laid for the Sultan and two hundred
jurists participate with him in midday and evening
meals and discuss matters before him

It is related on the authority of Sheikh Abu
Baler b al Khallal that he once asked the Sultan s
cook about the animals slaughtered daily for him
The cook replied Two thousand and live hundred

1 otaUu9 Cf Dozy II 272
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cows one thousand goats besides fat horses and
different kinds of birds

The second kind of duty is the weekly duty
It is related 011 the authority of Sheikh Mohammad
al Khujandi that the Sultan holds a general meeting
iulus L amm 011 Tuesday in a very big and extreme

ly spacious court yard A big enclosure is made
there for the Sultan where he sits in the centre
on a high throne overlaid with gold The Ministers
of State arbab ud daula stand around him 011 the
right and left and behind him are the armour bearers 1
and the Government officers arbab ul wazaif stand
before him in their places Only the Khans and the
Sadr i Jihan i e the Chief Justice and the Dablr n
i e the confidential Secretary who is 011 duty 2 have
the right to sit The Chamberlains stand before him
calling out publicly Any one who has complaints or
needs should come forward So the people with
complaints or needs come forward and stand before
him and are not stopped till their case comes to an
end Then the Sultan gives his order about it

96 It is the custom that no one with weapons
even with a small knife has access to the Sultan
He sits inside seven gates The visitors alight
at the first gate but some of theni are permit
ted to ride up to the sixth gate At the first
gate there is a guard with a trumpet in his hands

1 SHahdarlya i e those officers who carry the different
armours of the Sultan and present them if necessary Cf Dozy
I 672 and also Zenker Dictionnaire p 514 and Hobson Tohson

p 836
2
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Whenever a Khan Malik or other great man of
the kingdom approaches lie blows the trumpet to
inform the Saltan about the arrival of a great man
so that the Sultan is kept informed The guard
keeps on blowing the trumpt till the guest has
reached the seventh gate There all the guests wait
till they are assembled and when they are all
together they are allowed to enter When they have
entered those who are entitled to sit sit down and
others remain standing The Judges Wazirs and
the confidential Secretaries take their seats in a place
where the Sultan cannot see them and then food
is served The Chamberlains then place before
the Sultan the cases of the agrieved persons and
others Every section has its Chamberlain to re
cieve the cases Then they present all the cases
together before the Chief Chamberlain who puts
them before the Sultan and listens to his orders
about them When the Sultan rises the Chamberlain
sits with the Private Secretary and conveys the orders
to him and he executes them Then the Sultan
rises from this majlis and goes to a special meeting
majlis Ich ss where the learned men are present

Here he sits discusses and dines with them
Then they depart and the Sultan enters his
private appartments

As regards his procession he rides while in his
palaces with a cliatr 1 over his head and a body of

1 means umbrella or a kind of veil to protect
against the sun Cf Dozy 1,172 Zenker Dictionnaire 349
Ibn Bat I H,228 The same word as Well as the thing is still
used in India Cf Hobson Jobson s v Chatta The arabic
equivalent is mizallah
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guards with weapons in their hands behind hjm and
about twelve thousands slaves around him Among
them there are no riders except the bearer of the
chatr and the armour bearers and the Jamadars 1
the bearers of garments when he is outside his
palace Over his head are held black banners
which have an enormous snake of gold in the centre
Nobody carries black banners except for him alone
On the left side he has red banners with two
gold snakes His band which is played on whether
he is in station or in camp is like that of Alexander
971 it has two hundred loaded drums forty
loaded kettle drums twenty trumpets and ten brass
castanets

Sheikh Mubarak ul Anbatl says One chatr is held
over his head when lie is not on the battlefield but
during the war time seven chatrs are held over his
head two of them are well ornamented and cannot be
valued The grandeur the splendour and the Imperial
laws of his Government are unequelled except by
Alexander the Great 2 and Malik Shah b Alp
Arslan When he goes out for hunting he puts on
light dress and there are about one lakh horse
men and two hundred elephants with him He
carries four pavilions qastlr with him upon
eight hundred camels Each pavilion is carri
ed by a hundred camels all of which are trapp
ed in silken covers intervoven with gold Each
pavilion consists of two parts besides the tents and

1 Pers Jama diir maftre de la garde robe Cf Dozy
1,212 See also Subh V 459

2 Therefore the ruler of India is called al Iskandar
ath thanl Cf Bjorkmaunn p 130
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Khargahs 1 If he moves from one place to another
for diversion or something like it he keeps with
him about three thousand horsemen and one
thousand extra saddled and bridled horses which
are caparisoned with covers interwoven with gold
and liave necklaces in which gems and diamonds
are set

During the war he rides with seven clicttrs over
his head and the arrangement in war according
to Sirajuddln ul Hindl is that the Sultan stands in
the centre of the army and the Imams and Ulama
around him while the archers stand before and
behind him The right and the left wings
spread on both sides In front of him there are ele
phants covered with iron harnesses 2 and on them
are towers in which the fighters are hidden In
these towers are holes for shooting arrows and
throwing naphta bottles In front of the elephants
march the slaves in light dress wearing shields and
weapons They hold the ropes of the elephants
while the horses are on their right and left in order
to draw together the flanks of the army 3 in front of
and behind the elephants so that not one of them can

run away
1 Khargah Persian is a kind of small tent which consists

of wooden laths put together like a dome and covered with
pieces of felt the upper part can be opened to admit the light
and air and can be closed when required Ibn Bat has given
a description of tha Khargah Cf II 290 300 III 30

2 Text j usually the word is sipelt
or Cf Dozy I 77 where further references

c

3 Lacuna in the text read I
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98 As regards soldiers other than the Sultan
their custom is that the Khans Maliks and Amirs
never ride whether on journey or at home without
tings The Khan has at the most seven flags and the
Amir has at least three The Khan can keep at home
at the most ten extra horses and the Amir two
When marching every one can take with him accord
ing to his capacity

As regards the transmission of informations to
the Sultan the Chief Justice Sirajuddln al Hindl re
lates that it is different according to the different
affairs As regards the affairs of the subjects the
king has persons who mix with the subjects and
find out things about them Then he who gets to
know something informs his superior and this officer
in his turn informs his superior until it reaches the
Sultan 1

As regards the communication of informations i
from distant places it is more quick than it is

1 This kind of intelligence service was also well known
in other Islamic States I refer only to Ibn ut Tiqtaqa Al Fakhri
Cairo 1927/1345 p 28 where these people are called ut/iin or
ashiib ul akhbdr

2 This information service in Arabic bar d in Hindus
tani dak Of Hobson Jobson s v dawk is the precursor of the
postal service It was purely a political institution for the
quick transmission of state business but not mennt for private
or commercial affairs Yon Kremer Culturgeschichte says about
it that at the head quarters of each of the large provinces of which
the mighty Empire was composed was a Postmaster Sahib ul
barld more accurately described as General Reporter or Chief
of the State Police whose duty it was to keep the caliph conti
nually informed of all important affairs The Postmaster was
so to speak a direct confidential agent appointed by the Central
Government For this institution under the Abbasides Cf
Khuda liulthsh The Orient under the Caliphs pp 230 36 Ibn
Bat Vol in 95 sqq Mzik p 25 sqq gives also an account
of this postal service Cf Further W Bjorkmann loc cit
p 40 177
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in other comitiiea and this is due to the fact that
between the chief districts and the palace of the
Sultan there are places close to one another which
resemble the post stations in Egypt and Syria save
that these places are much nearer in space to each
other the distance between every place being about
four bow shots or less than this 1 In every place
there are ten strong and swift runners who carry the
letters between that place and the next They run
with the utmost possible speed in order to hand over
the letters to the next one who runs in the same
way with it to his destination So the letter arrives
from a far off place in the shortest time In every
one of these places there is a mosque a market and
a water tank Between Delhi and Quhbat ul Islarii 3
the two capitals of the Government drums are
placed in special places Whenever he is in a city
and the gate of the other city is opened or shut the
drum is beaten and when the next one hears it he
beats the drum So the information for opening the
city and the gate of the other one and shutting it is
conveyed

1 According to Ibn Bat Ill 95 the places are at every
one third of a mile

2 Qubbat ul Islam vault of Islam is used for a town
which exercises a supremacy over other places It is not only
the surname of Basra but of other great towns also Cf Dozy II
298 Here Dawlat abad or Deoglri in the North West of
Deccan is meant Muhammad b Tughlaq tried to make it his
ideal capital but this scheme failed
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